
Chapter 1341: went upstairs to take a bath 

 

Dinner was soon ready, and the two sat at the dining table to eat. 

Gong Yi saw that her cooking skills had improved. Not only did the dishes look, smell, and taste good, 

but she also seemed to like plating dishes. For example, she marinated a crisp cucumber raw and made 

a beautiful zigzag pattern with tomatoes on it, it looked like it was plated in a big hotel. 

“Why did you make the tomatoes look like this? They’re so ugly!” Gong Yi said, but he didn’t mean it. 

“Ah?” Bai Beibei was stunned for a moment, then she quickly reacted. She had been together with 

Yingying for the past three years, so she liked to make all kinds of pink bubbles to attract Yingying’s 

attention. 

“Sorry, I’ll change next time.” She admitted her mistake. 

Gong Yi snorted and ignored her. 

Bai Beibei looked at his cold expression and suddenly thought that if she took Yingying over, he 

definitely wouldn’t like Yingying. His current appearance would probably also cast a psychological 

shadow on Yingying. 

This dinner was tasteless. Bai Beibei had a complicated feeling as she ate a small bowl of rice, then went 

into the kitchen to wash the dishes. 

 

 

 

When everything was done, she saw Gong Yi on the sofa. The man was sitting there watching TV. 

Bai Beibei was slightly surprised. He liked watching TV now? 

In the past, he was very busy with work and usually stayed in the study. 

She took a few steps forward and looked at the TV. There was a youth idol drama on TV. The male and 

female protagonists were hugging each other and kissing. 

Bai Beibei’s pupils constricted and she could not help but say, “You…” 

Gong Yi turned his head to look at her. He frowned and said unhappily, “Are you mute? If you have 

something to say, say it.” 

Bai Beibei pointed at the television. 

Gong Yi looked at the television. He froze for a moment. The male and female leads were already 

hugging each other and having sex. The scene was very passionate and steamy. 
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His fair and handsome face immediately burned up. She had been dawdling in the kitchen for a long 

time. He had been pretending to watch the television while waiting for her, so he did not know what 

was being played on the television. 

He had really dug a hole and jumped into it himself. 

“Go upstairs and take a shower.” Gong Yi stood up and glared at her coldly. 

He seemed to be getting angry again. Bai Beibei quickly nodded. “Oh, I got it. Good night.” 

She went upstairs quickly. 

… 

In the room. 

Bai Beibei came out of the bathroom. She was holding a dry towel in her hand and wiping her wet hair. 

At this moment, she suddenly heard a faint sound. Someone was opening her door. 

“Who is it?” She asked cautiously. 

The sound of the door opening froze, and then there were two “PA PA” sounds. The man outside the 

door was already knocking on her door forcefully. he shouted awkwardly, “Open the door quickly!” 

Bai Beibei quickly walked over and opened the door. Gong Yi was standing outside the door. 

The man had just showered as well. He was wearing a dark blue silk nightgown. His neat bangs were 

resting on his forehead. They were wet, making him look young and handsome. 

However, his expression was not good. It was awkward and angry at the same time. “Who told you to 

lock the door?” 

He stared at her and questioned. 

His anger made Bai Beibei nervously swallow her saliva. “I have to lock the door when I sleep. Is… is 

there a problem?” 

“Who allowed you to sleep? Don’t forget your identity!” Gong Yi gritted his teeth. 

Her identity? 

Bai Beibei sucked in a breath of cold air, then looked at him. He… he couldn’t be thinking about that, 

right? 

The little woman’s gaze was pure and innocent, with a hint of shock, as if he was a wretched and weird 

uncle. Gong Yi clenched his fists, learning how to write the word “awkward” for the first time. 

He strode into the room and closed the door behind him. 

“You… you wanted it tonight, but… but I wasn’t prepared…” Bai Beibei was so scared that she stepped 

back. She really wasn’t prepared at all. She wanted to sleep. 

Gong Yi went forward and carried her in his arms. 



The little woman in his arms was fragrant and soft. Gong Yi’s entire waist and abdomen were numb. He 

wanted nothing more than to eat her right now. 

Bai Beibei gradually came to her senses. “Gong Yi, were you outside just now… opening my door? I 

couldn’t open it. Why didn’t you… call me…” 

“Shut up!” The man interrupted her fiercely. 

Bai Beibei wasn’t afraid of him at all now. On the contrary, she felt that he was very cute. Just now, he 

had been sneakily opening her door outside for a long time. 

With this thought in mind, she was thrown into the soft bed. 

“Gong Yi!” Bai Beibei anxiously tugged at his pajamas. “Are we doing the right thing? You have… a 

fiancée. This isn’t fair to her.” 

Gong Yi tugged at her dress. “What’s so unfair about it? You’re just a tool for me to vent my anger, and 

she’s my Mrs. Gong. She’ll get the status and my children!” 

Bai Beibei’s heart turned cold. Women were emotional creatures, and her body slowly stiffened. 

Gong Yi untied her dress and pressed it against her body. His palm was on her smooth and curvy waist, 

and it made his breathing quicken. He didn’t have much patience, and he couldn’t care less about her 

feelings, so he directly exerted force.. 

Bai Beibei was in so much pain that tears were coming out of her eyes. 

Gong Yi’s eyes were bloodshot. He did not move immediately because he could not move. A thin layer of 

sweat appeared on his forehead. He opened his mouth and bit her ear. He ordered in a punitive manner, 

“Open your legs a little.” 

Bai Beibei did not feel anything other than pain. Her temper also rose. Her two small hands clenched 

into fists and hammered him. She frowned and said, “Do you know how to do it or not?” 

As soon as she said this, the entire atmosphere fell. Gong Yi was already staring at her darkly. 

“Repeat what you just said again!” 

Bai Beibei was unwilling to apologize, and she felt wronged. He did not do anything wrong three years 

ago, and what did she do wrong? It was just a trick of fate. 

Did he know how much his current words and rude behavior hurt her? 

“Are you deaf… Ugh!” Her pink lips were bitten. 

Both of them could taste the sweet taste of blood in their mouths. Gong Yi grabbed onto her and 

refused to let go. He reached in and hooked his tongue into hers, sucking it in fervently. His body 

couldn’t wait to move. 

She had really aroused the man’s blood in his body. In the past, she had never dared to talk back to him, 

but now she did. If he didn’t punish her properly, she wouldn’t know who her man was. 

He wanted her to cry and beg for mercy! 



Bai Beibei was in pain. It hurt so much. She struggled uneasily. “Gong Yi, it hurts… be gentle…” 

“I’m warning you not to move!” 

“Then let go of me first. You’re pressing down on me until I can’t breathe…” 

“Shut up!” Gong Yi kissed her little mouth and let out a muffled groan. 

Bai Beibei did not dare to move. Crystal clear tears fell one after another. She was at a loss. Had he 

recovered? 

However, it had only been a few minutes.. 

Gong Yi closed his eyes and opened them. A few black lines appeared on his forehead. This was too 

damaging to his man’s dignity and face. It was all her fault for moving recklessly. 

Ever since she left, he had not touched a woman in the past three years. He had been waiting for her in 

the living room for so long. His mind was filled with such things.. He was too excited and could not 

control himself. 

Chapter 1342: Beibei, you will be my bridesmaid 

The moment Gong Yi got off the bed, Bai Beibei quickly sat up. She pulled the blanket over her and 

covered her body tightly. “Are… are you okay?” 

She greeted him with concern. 

It was fine if she didn’t speak, but the moment she did, Gong Yi’s handsome face turned black. He 

turned around and glared at her. Gritting his teeth, he replied, “I’m fine!” 

“But, just now, you…” 

“What, I didn’t satisfy you?”He asked back. 

Bai Beibei was at a loss for words. She really only cared about him. How could he ask such a question? 

She didn’t even have the courage to look at him. 

… 

Gong Yi returned to his room and took a shower. 

What had happened just now was too unpleasant. It wasn’t his true level. He had to prove himself in 

front of her. 

He looked under his pajamas and set up another tent. He simply did not have enough. 

 

 

 

Did she lock the door? 
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Gong Yi did not want to experience that embarrassment again. He regretted it. He should have knocked 

on the door directly. However, due to the noble blood of a gentleman, he could not do anything 

uncivilized. 

He opened the door and went straight to the next room. 

The door next door was not closed. He pushed the door open and wanted to go in, but the soft and 

sweet voice of the little woman rang in his ears. “Baby, what are you doing now?” 

Baby.. 

Gong Yi’s footsteps froze. He looked into the room. Bai Beibei was lying on the bed. She was making a 

soft and beautiful phone call. It could be seen that she was very happy. The smile on her face was 

dazzling. 

Ever since she came back, she had never smiled at him like this. 

“Baby, during these two days when I wasn’t around, did you miss me? Were you very obedient… En, I’ll 

return to Singapore in two days. When that time comes, I’ll kiss you properly. We’ll sleep together…” 

Listening to her endless sweet talk, Gong Yi felt like he had been pushed into an abyss. The blood in his 

body was frozen. He felt that he was extremely laughable! 

She had a lover in Singapore, but he had been waiting for her here for three whole years. 

His emotions were fluctuating because of her. Every tiny movement and expression of hers firmly held 

onto his heart. He could not wait at all. He had brought her back to his apartment so quickly to have sex 

with her, but what was she doing? 

He had just gotten out of bed when she was on the phone with another man! 

Gong Yi’s lips curled up mockingly. Then, he turned around and returned to his room. 

… 

Bai Beibei hung up the phone. Just now, little Yingying had called her and asked her mommy why she 

had not spoken to her after leaving for two days. The little pinball was really sad over there. She had 

coaxed her for a long time. 

She really blamed herself. When she met Gong Yi, she had been thinking about him all the time. She had 

actually neglected her little Yingying. 

Little Yingying had no father’s love since she was young, so she always wanted to give her the love of the 

world. 

She never wanted little Yingying to taste the pain she had suffered since she was young. She wanted to 

make up for her regret on little Yingying, so she had been working hard to be a good mother. 

She loved little Yingying. 

Bai Beibei went into the bathroom to take a shower. When she came out, she looked at the door. She 

was afraid that he would come again, so she did not close the door and left it open for him. 



He had always been a gentleman, and she did not want to make him feel awkward. 

But after waiting for a while, he actually did not come. 

Just now, was he done? 

Bai Beibei did not know what she was thinking. She did not know how to be shy. Could it be that she 

hoped that he would come again? 

It was fine if he did not come. She covered her red face with the blanket and closed her eyes to sleep. 

… 

When she woke up the next morning, Gong Yi was no longer in the apartment. He had probably gone to 

the office. 

Bai Beibei did not dare to leave either. She was afraid that he would be angry, but she still had to discuss 

it with him. She really wanted to return to Singapore. 

In the afternoon, Bai Beibei took out her phone and called him, wanting to ask him what he wanted for 

dinner. 

She tried to dial the number from three years ago. The call went through, but he did not change his 

phone number. 

The melodious ringtone rang twice, but no one answered. She called again, but the phone on the other 

end was turned off. 

Bai Beibei held her phone. What was he trying to do? 

It wasn’t easy for her to wait until six in the afternoon. Bai Beibei heard the sound of the apartment 

door opening in the kitchen. She quickly ran out and said with a smile, “Gong Yi, you’re back…” 

The next second, the smile on her face froze. Gong Yi didn’t come back alone. He had brought a woman 

with him. 

This woman, Bai Beibei, was very familiar. It was… Bai Qi. 

It was actually Bai Qi! 

Bai Qi was also shocked when she saw Bai Beibei. “Beibei, why… is it you?” 

As she said this, Bai Qi calmed down. She reached out and grabbed Gong Yi’s muscular arm, revealing a 

flower-like smile. “Fu, why didn’t you tell me that Beibei was back? We were sisters, so I could welcome 

her.” 

Gong Yi smiled coldly. “She doesn’t deserve to waste your time!” 

Bai Beibei’s face turned pale. 

Bai Qi’s smile became even more radiant, her entire body almost sticking to Gong Yi. “Yi, why would 

Beibei appear here? Doesn’t she have a place to stay?” 



“She’s a servant here.” Gong Yi reached out and lifted Bai Qi’s chin, saying gently, “Tell her what you 

want to eat. You’re welcome.” 

“How can I do that? She’s my little sister,” Bai Qi said as she looked at Bai Beibei smugly. 

The scene of him flirting with Bai Qi deeply stung Bai Beibei. Bai Beibei’s eyes dimmed as she lowered 

her slender eyelids, then turned around and returned to the kitchen. 

Because she didn’t look where she was going, with a bang, her forehead slammed into the door frame. 

“Hiss.” She groaned in pain. 

The moment Bai Qi heard the sound, she felt the muscular arm in her arms suddenly pull away, and 

Gong Yi, who was beside her, took off in Bai Beibei’s direction. 

“Beibei, what happened to you? Why did you hit the door frame? Does it hurt?” Bai Qi pretended to cry 

out in surprise, and quickly ran to Bai Beibei’s side. 

Gong Yi, who was behind her, stopped in his tracks. 

Bai Beibei touched her forehead, and then shook her head. “I’m fine…” 

“That’s good. You scared me to death. Beibei, the grudge between your mother and my parents has 

already passed. We didn’t have a good time in the past, but we’re sisters after all. Blood is thicker than 

water. When you come back, I’ll definitely treat you like a younger sister. You must treat me like family 

too. Two days ago, Uncle Gong and my grandfather took the auspicious day of our wedding. Next 

month, when I get married, you’ll have to be my bridesmaid.” 

Bai Qi’s words pierced Bai Beibei’s heart like needles. She finally realized clearly that he was going to 

marry another woman, and this person was Bai Qi. 

He no longer belonged to her. 

“We’ll talk about it when the time comes. First… congratulations.” Bai Beibei curled the corners of her 

lips at Bai Qi. 

“Beibei, thank you.” 

Hearing the little woman’s generous wish for him and Bai Qi, Gong Yi’s large hands by his side were 

clenched into fists. He stared eerily at the little woman’s back, wishing he could strangle her to death. 

She really had no heart! 

… 

The three of them ended their dinner in a strange atmosphere. Bai Beibei lowered her head and tidied 

up the dishes. 

Chapter 1343: Are you so aggrieved 

Bai Qi happily ran to Gong Yi’s side and asked sweetly, “Yi, where shall I sleep tonight?” 

Where shall I sleep tonight? 



Bai Beibei’s heart skipped a beat. 

Gong Yi glanced at Bai Beibei and saw that she was unresponsive as she cleaned up her bowl and 

chopsticks. It was as if she wasn’t listening to the conversation over here. He was burning with anger. 

He stretched out his long arm and pulled Bai Qi into his embrace. Gong Yi deliberately said loudly, 

“We’re already engaged. Of course, you’ll sleep in my room tonight.” 

Bai Beibei’s heart sank. She quickly ran into the kitchen with the dishes in her arms. Her tears were 

already rolling in her eyes. 

Gong Yi was filled with hatred and anger when he saw that she had run away. 

… 

At night, in the room. 

Bai Qi wrapped herself in a towel and walked a few rounds in front of the bathroom counter. She pulled 

and squeezed the towel down until the shape of her bosom, like two snowballs, could be seen. Only 

then was she satisfied. The towel outlined her hot and sexy figure, any man would have a nosebleed just 

by looking at it. 

 

 

 

To put it bluntly, men were all animals with the lower half of their bodies. 

She had to succeed tonight. She wants to become Gong Yi’s one and only woman. 

There was only a lamp in the room. Bai Qi climbed onto the bed and lay beside the man. She 

deliberately moved the snowballs towards the man, trying to seduce him. “Yi, I’m done showering. Can 

you smell my body?” 

“Stay away from me,” the man spat out. 

Bai Qi was stunned. “Yi, you…” 

Gong Yi turned his head and looked at her. “You don’t understand what I’m saying?” 

Bai Qi’s face turned pale and she obediently lay far away. She was curled up in a corner by the bed. 

She was so angry that she gritted her teeth. Ever since Bai Beibei left three years ago, she had never 

given up on Gong Yi. Her hard work finally paid off. About two months ago, Father Gong suddenly found 

her and said that Gong Yi had agreed to be engaged to her. She was so happy, she thought that Gong Yi 

had changed his mind. 

However, there was no ceremony or ring for the so-called engagement. He did not even show his face. 

When she went to the Gong family to look for him, all of them were blocked by Ajie. She could not see 

him at all. 
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Just when she was disappointed, Gong Yi suddenly drove to pick her up this afternoon and brought her 

here. 

In the car, he did not say a word to her. However, when she first saw Bai Beibei, she understood that 

Gong Yi was using her to anger Bai Beibei. 

She was willing to cooperate. No matter what, she was engaged to Gong Yi. Bai Beibei was a defeated 

opponent, and she was the victor! 

But tonight, she had lost again. It was all Bai Beibei’s fault for ruining her plans. 

Bai Qi really hated Bai Beibei. 

Gong Yi rested one arm behind his head. He looked at the crystal chandelier above his head. His mind 

was filled with Bai Beibei’s exquisite little face. What was she doing now? 

Was she tossing and turning, unable to fall asleep? Was she thinking about what he and Bai Qi were 

doing? Was she thinking about him like he was? 

Was her heart aching? If her heart was aching, then his goal had been achieved. He just wanted her to 

have a taste of this heart-wrenching pain. 

How could she be with another man? What should he do? 

This woman really deserved to die! 

But what was the use of the night? The woman he loved the most lived in the room next door. He 

thought of the brief moment of ecstasy he felt last night. 

A large tent was set up under his pajamas. He was not in the mood for the whole day. He was thinking 

about the things he did not enjoy last night. He wanted her! 

Thinking of this, Gong Yi stood up, opened the door and went out. 

… 

Bai Beibei was in the room chatting with Zuo Ying on Wechat — 

Zuo Ying sent an excited emoji — Beibei, is this true or false? 

— What is it? 

— Beibei, are you still pretending to me? Big Boss had already returned with Xiao Tian. Big Boss’s 

expression was as if someone owed him a few hundred million. Under our questioning, Xiao Tian finally 

told us that you actually kissed the capital’s number one son, Gong Yi, on the verandah, and then you 

caused two eligible bachelors to be fighting over you? 

Bai Beibei helplessly rolled her eyes. She knew that this matter definitely couldn’t be concealed, but who 

was the one who added fuel to the fire? 

Beibei, was this matter really true? 



It was already impossible to avoid it now. Moreover, Zuo Ying was her good friend, and she didn’t want 

to deceive her, so Bai Beibei gave an ambiguous answer — Yes. 

— What does ‘yes’ mean? What exactly is your relationship with the well-known President Gong in the 

capital? Are you two old friends, or is it really like what they said? Are you sincerely charmed by 

President Gong’s handsome appearance and wealth, and then directly pounced on him? 

Appearance and wealth? 

Bai Beibei felt that she was a little impure. She had thought wrongly, and her fair little face was a little 

red. 

— I’m an old acquaintance of his. Sister Ying, don’t ask about us anymore. What is little Yingying doing 

now? 

— Yingying is right beside me. I told Yingying that mommy is in love. Yingying was dancing with joy. She 

said that she was finally going to have a father. 

Bai Beibei stammered — Sister Ying… 

Zuo Ying was really too excited over there — Beibei, Yingying and I have already decided. We will fly to 

the capital tomorrow morning to see you. I also want to get to know President Gong. 

What? 

Bai Beibei was terrified. How could Zuo Ying bring little Yingying over? Her side was already in a mess. 

She wanted to give Zuo Ying some advice, but the door suddenly opened. 

Bai Beibei sat up from the bed. She saw Gong Yi standing by the door with a gloomy face. 

“You, why did you come to my room?” 

Gong Yi didn’t say anything. He kicked the door with his foot and went straight for her. 

His long legs pressed against the bed, and his two strong arms supported her body. He pressed her 

under him. 

His thin lips moved from her cheeks to her pink neck, and his large palm even reached into her 

nightgown. 

Bai Beibei couldn’t react for a moment. Her whole body tensed up, and she repeatedly shouted, “Gong 

Yi, what are you doing? Don’t be like this, Bai Qi… is still in your room.” 

She could smell a trace of perfume on Gong Yi’s body. Bai Qi liked to use perfume, so he must have 

smeared it on Bai Qi’s body. Perhaps they had just been in bed together, and Bai Beibei did not wish to 

be with him like this. 

“Do you have the right to say no to this game?” 

Gong Yi lifted her skirt, but her feelings went straight to the point.. 

Being forced by him once again, Bai Beibei sucked in a cold breath of air in pain. Tonight was even more 

painful than last night, and she felt as if she was being torn apart. 



“Gong Yi, don’t…” 

Gong Yi closed his eyes, not wanting to see her pale appearance. He only cared about enjoying himself, 

but she did not feel anything. Sparkling tears fell from the corners of her eyes. 

Gong Yi reached out and pinched her cheek, asking in a low voice, “Are you so aggrieved when you’re 

with me?” 

“Gong Yi, can we have a good talk? You’re already engaged. We shouldn’t be like this. It’s all my fault. 

I’m willing to use other ways to repay you…” 

Chapter 1344: Hello, Grandfather 

 

“How are you going to repay me, Bai Beibei? Let me tell you, whatever that you owe me, you’ll never be 

able to pay me back in this lifetime!” After saying this, Gong Yi began to use force. 

She owed him a heart. How was she going to repay him? 

This heartless woman! 

“Gong Yi, can you be gentler, it hurts…” Bai Beibei’s begged softly as she gripped onto the bedsheet 

tightly with her two small hands. 

However, the man on top of her could only see red, so she had not choice but to silently endure it. 

… 

A century seemed to have passed before Gong Yi finally stopped and pulled himself out. 

Bai Beibei quickly covered herself with the blanket and hid in a corner. 

 

 

 

Gong Yi put on his clothes slowly and then glanced sideways at her. “Who were you texting just now?” 

Bai Beibei was shocked. She quickly hid her phone behind her. “No… I was chatting with my friend.” 

“Hmph. What kind of friend? A lover?” 

Bai Beibei was startled. “What are you talking about? I didn’t…” 

“Bai Beibei, I don’t care how many men you used to date. But now that you’re with me, you better 

behave yourself. I hate dirty women!” 

With that, Gong Yi left. 

Bai Beibei looked at his retreating back. Did he misunderstand her? 

She hadn’t been in a relationship for the past three years, and she had never been with other men. 
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Bai Beibei wanted to explain, but the man had already slammed the door and left. 

The entire apartment shook as he slammed the door loudly. Bai Beibei hugged her knees and buried her 

face in it. Forget it, her body hurt and she was tired. 

She took out a tissue and began to wipe her body. There were traces of a white substance and blood on 

the tissue. 

Even though he had really torn her apart, what shocked her even more was the white substance present 

on the tissue. Had he finished in her? 

She would get pregnant if he did that. 

He had considered this issue the first time they had sex, so why didn’t he consider it this time round? Bai 

Beibei’s heart was in a mess. 

… 

The next morning, after the three of them ate shared a tensed breakfast together, Gong Yi and Bai Qi 

left. 

Before they left, Bai Qi glared at her fiercely. Bai Beibei felt that it was strange. Later on, she thought 

that Bai Qi probably knew about Gong Yi entering her room last night. 

After they left, Bai Beibei tidied up the room and prepared lunch. After she was done, she went out. 

She went straight to the pharmacy to buy some medicine. 

After buying a box of birth control pills, Bai Beibei returned to her apartment. When she opened the 

door, she suddenly realised that there was someone sitting on the sofa. It was Gong Yi. 

“Why are you home?” Bai Beibei was surprised. 

Gong Yi had came back to pick up some documents. He had been too angry this morning till he had 

forgotten to get the documents. When he returned, he realised that Bai Beibei wasn’t at home. 

“Where did you go?” He asked instead of answering. 

“Oh, I went out to buy some things.” 

“I called your cell phone, why didn’t you pick up?” 

Did he call her cell phone? 

Bai Beibei took out her cell phone and looked at it. There were indeed many missed calls. Besides his, 

Zuo Ying also called. 

Why did Zuo Ying call her? Bai Beibei suddenly remembered that Zuo Ying had brought Xiao Yingying to 

look for her last night and she actually forgot to call back. 

Oh my god, could they really be here? 

Bai Beibei had no time to think about it. She first explained to the man, “I put my phone in my bag. I 

probably didn’t hear it.” 



“What’s that in your hand?” 

Bai Beibei was carrying a bag with birth control pills in it. 

“Nothing!” Bai Beibei quickly hid the bag behind her. 

At this moment, Gong Yi suddenly stood up. He walked to her side and stretched out his long arm to 

grab her bag. 

“Pa!” The birth control pill bottle fell onto the carpet. 

“You actually took the pill?” 

He seemed to be angry again, so Bai Beibei said carefully, “You seemed to have finished in me last night. 

I’ll get pregnant like this. Don’t tell me… You want me to be pregnant with your child?” 

At this point, Bai Beibei’s eyes lit up with hope. 

Gong Yi was baffled. He was so angry when he saw her taking birth control pills. Could it be that he 

really wanted her to be pregnant with his child? 

“You’re thinking too much. You don’t deserve to be pregnant with my child. I came back to let you take 

birth control pills.” 

Bai Beibei was disappointed. She bent down and picked up the pill bottle. “Oh, then I’ll take it now.” 

Bai Beibei poured out two pills and went to the kitchen to get some water. 

Just as she was about to take the medicine, a large palm reached over and snatched the medicine and 

the water cup away from her. 

Bai Beibei turned around and saw Gong Yi behind her. “What are you doing? Didn’t you want me to take 

the medicine?” 

Gong Yi sneered. “I was just thinking, since you want to take the medicine, then let’s do it again. That 

way, you’ll just have to take the medicine once.” 

As he said this, Gong Yi turned her around and laid her on the counter. He then pulled down his pants.. 

… 

At the airport. 

Zuo Ying held Xiao Yingying’s little hand and appeared in the hall. They immediately attracted a lot of 

attention. 

“Whose family is that little girl from? She’s so pretty.” 

“That’s right. I want to pinch her. Look at her skin that’s as white as tofu, and her big watery eyes. She’s 

really cute to death.” 

Zuo Ying and Xiao Yingying were used to these compliments. It was Zuo Ying’s first time in the capital, so 

she didn’t know the way. She squatted down and said to Xiao Yingying, “Yingying, stay here and don’t 

wander around. Aunty will go there and look at the map.” 



Xiao Yingying hugged the doll and nodded obediently. “Aunty, go quickly. Yingying won’t move.” 

“Okay.” Zuo Ying left. 

Xiao Yingying was very obedient at first, but since it was her first time going out, she quickly became 

very curious about her surroundings. She looked around and took a step forward unconsciously. 

By the time she realised it, she was already standing on the street. 

“Aunty, Aunty, where are you?” Xiao Yingying didn’t dare to move anymore. She looked around for Zuo 

Ying’s figure. 

At this moment, a group of people came out from the city hall. Old Man Gong was respectfully sent out 

by the leading officials. He waved to those people and then walked towards the luxurious car on the 

street. 

“Master, please get in the car.” The Butler opened the back door. 

Old Man Gong bent down and wanted to get in. But at this moment, his felt his trousers being pulled. A 

tender voice sounded, “Grandfather.” 

Old Man Gong looked down and saw a small pink hand grabbing his trouser leg. A three-year-old little 

girl was standing beside his leg. 

This little girl was really beautiful. Her hair was not black, but a light yellow color. It hung down on her 

shoulders, like it had been carefully taken care of. Her face was very small and looked as though it was 

carved out of jade, especially that pair of big, watery black and white eyes that could make one’s heart 

flutter. She wore a pink cheongsam, white round-headed leather shoes, and held a doll in her arms. 

Old Man Gong’s eyes lit up immediately. This was the first time he had seen such an exquisite and 

beautiful little girl. 

“Are you calling me?” Old Man Gong pointed at himself. 

Xiao Yingying nodded and blinked her big and pitiful eyes. “Hello grandfather. My name is Yingying.. I’ve 

lost my aunty. Can you help me?” 

Chapter 1345: We’re really over 

The little girl’s voice was so soft and sweet that Old Man Gong’s heart softened instantly. He wanted to 

hold a grandchild for many years, but had never been able to do so. Now that he was being tugged on by 

such a strange little girl, he felt that it was very funny. 

“Yingying, how do you want me to help you?” 

“Grandfather, I just flew over from Singapore with my aunty. But my aunty is still in the airport hall. I ran 

out on my own. Could you bring me back to the airport hall? My aunty will definitely still be waiting for 

me there.” Xiao Yingying spoke very slowly, but every word was very clear. 

Old Man Gong smiled kindly. “Aren’t you afraid that grandfather will take you away?” 

Xiao Yingying looked at Old Man Gong and shook her head. “No, grandfather is a good person!” 



“Alright, grandfather will bring you there now. The airport hall is just in front.” As he spoke, Old Man 

Gong held Xiao Yingying’s little hand. 

Xiao Yingying carried the doll and followed behind him. 

The butler stood by the car door and looked at the backs of the old and the young. He knew that his 

master’s desire to carry a grandchild was back and he couldn’t help but smiled helplessly. 

… 

In the airport hall. 

 

 

 

Xiao Yingying looked around for Zuo Ying’s figure, but she could not find it. 

“Aunty, Aunty, where are you?” Xiao Yingying was a little afraid. Her small cherry-coloured mouth 

shrunk and bean-sized tear drops fell down from her eyes. 

She was so sad that she cried. 

Old Man Gong did not expect this little girl to cry so easily. He immediately squatted down and coaxed 

her frantically, “Xiao Yingying, don’t cry. Aunty may have gone out to look for you. Don’t be anxious. 

grandfather will help you find Aunty.” 

Xiao Yingying wiped her tears with her small hands. “But, what if you can’t find Aunty? I want Mommy. I 

love my mommy so much…” 

Xiao Yingying said as she sobbed. 

Old Man Gong hugged her in his arms. “I won’t, I promise I will definitely help you find her!” 

Xiao Yingying didn’t believe him, so her tears continued to fall down. 

Old Man Gong liked little children very much. He often visited his friends’ houses to tease their 

grandchildren, so he was very good at coaxing little children. He immediately carried Xiao Yingying to 

the ice cream shop and bought her a colourful ice cream. 

“Yingying, this is for you to eat. Don’t cry.” 

Looking at the colourful ice cream, Xiao Yingying quickly stopped crying. “Can I really eat it?” 

“Really.” 

Xiao Yingying stuck out her little tongue and licked the ice cream. She cried again. 

Old Man Gong was anxious. “Yingying, why are you crying again? Is the ice cream not good?” 

“It’s delicious, so delicious…” 

“Then why are you still crying?” 
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“Because I want to give my mommy a bite of this delicious ice cream too…” 

Old Man Gong’s eyes filled up with tenderness. Whose child was this? She had been brought up so well, 

such a mommy’s darling. 

“Wah!” Before Old Man Gong could say anything, Xiao Yingying burst into tears. 

Old Man Gong: “… Yingying, what’s wrong again?” 

“I suddenly remembered my mommy said that I can’t eat food from strangers. Did grandfather poison 

me?” 

Old Man Gong: “…” 

Xiao Yingying’s cries attracted the attention of many people. Old Man Gong was afraid that if this 

continued, someone would treat him as a human trafficker and send him to the police station, so he 

decided to bring Xiao Yingying home. 

“Yingying, let’s go back with grandfather first. Don’t worry, as long as your aunty is still here, grandfather 

will help you find her very soon!” 

… 

In the apartment, in the kitchen. 

After Gong Yi was satisifed, he finally let go of Bai Beibei. Bai Beibei’s small face was pale and her 

forehead was full of cold sweat. She hurriedly used her clothes to cover her snow-white body. 

Glancing sideways, she saw that Gong Yi had already abandoned her and went upstairs. He probably 

went for a shower. 

Bai Beibei gritted her teeth and she felt very sad. 

They were clearly doing the most intimate thing lovers could do, but she felt that he was so far away 

from her, and that they were drifting further and further away. 

At this moment, a series of ringtones rang. She was calling. 

It was Zuo Ying. 

“Hello, Sister Ying.” 

“Hello, Beibei, what have you been doing today? I’ve called you so many times but I couldn’t get 

through. I’m dying of anxiety.” Zuo Ying’s anxiously sounded. 

“Sister Ying, I’m sorry, I had something urgent to do…” 

“Beibei, Yingying is gone!” 

Bai Beibei’s pupils contracted. “Sister Ying, what are you talking about?” 

“Beibei, it’s all my fault. This morning, I brought Yingying here on a plane from Singapore. In the airport 

hall, I went to look at the map. When I turned around, Yingying was gone. I searched the entire airport 

hall, but I couldn’t find her. Beibei, what should we do? Yingying is still so young.” 



Bai Beibei panicked as Zuo Ying’s words echoed in her ears. Ying Ying was gone. Ying Ying was gone! 

Her Xiao Yingying was only three years old. Yingying was everything in her life! 

It was useless to blame her now. Bai Beibei forced herself to take a deep breath and remained calm. 

“Sister Ying, don’t be anxious. Where are you now? I’ll go find you.” 

“Alright, Beibei. Come quickly.” Zuo Ying told Bai Beibei the exact address. 

Bai Beibei quickly put on her clothes and ran outside. 

“Where are you going?” At this moment, a sinister voice rang out from behind her. 

Bai Beibei turned around to look. Gong Yi had changed into a clean white shirt and was standing on the 

stairs. His handsome features were like that of a painting. 

However, his expression was very gloomy. He was staring at her. 

“I have something urgent to attend to. I need to go out for a while.” Bai Beibei said as she opened the 

apartment door. 

“You’re not allowed to go out!” 

Bai Beibei was a little tired and helpless. “Gong Yi, can you stop fooling around? I really have something 

urgent to attend to right now. Something extremely urgent. I need to go out for a while!” 

Gong Yi did not understand what urgent matter could be more important than him. Could it be that her 

lover from Singapore had found her and she was rushing to go on a date? 

“Bai Beibei, don’t make me repeat myself. I forbid you from going out! If you dare to take a step out of 

this door today, then it’s really over between us!” 

It’s really over.. 

Suddenly, Bai Beibei did not understand if there was still a tomorrow in their current state. He was 

about to get married and she had Xiao Yingying. It was destined that they could not be together. 

It was better for the pain to be short-lived rather than long. If this continued, it would only make 

everyone unhappy. It was better to cut off all ties. 

“Gong Yi, I wish you happiness.” 

Bai Beibei opened the door of the apartment and ran out. 

Gong Yi froze on the spot. He clenched his fists until they made cracking sounds. If he could, he really 

wanted to perish together with this woman. 

She left again. 

She had actually abandoned him once again. 

He tried so hard to grab onto her, but she was like sand in his hands; the tighter he grabbed her, the 

faster she would escape. 



His heart was empty again. 

Gong Yi looked down at the ointment in his hands. Just now, he found out that her lower region was 

torn. He went upstairs to get the ointment for her, but it turns out that she didn’t need it. 

… 

Bai Beibei found Zuo Ying. Now that she had no other choice, Bai Beibei chose to call the police. 

In the police station, Bai Beibei’s face was pale as she reported all the information about Xiao Yingying. 

She sat on the chair in a daze. 

“Beibei, I’m sorry. It’s all my fault. If anything happens to Xiao Yingying, I don’t want to live anymore!” 

Zuo Ying scolded herself. 

Chapter 1346: Goodbye, Grandpa and Grandma 

Bai Beibei’s hands and feet were cold. The moment she thought of her cute Xiao Yingying being taken 

away and sold by the bad guys, all the strength in her body seemed to have been taken away by 

someone. She did not even have the strength to speak. 

She slowly reached out her hand and held Zuo Ying’s. “Sister Ying, it’s not your fault.” 

Zuo Ying hugged Bai Beibei. The two of them who were at a loss could only give each other strength. 

“Miss Bai, there’s news about your daughter. Could you come and see if this is your daughter Yingying?” 

The policeman said. 

Bai Beibei was shocked. She almost thought that the policeman was not talking to her. There was news 

on Xiao Yingying already? 

She and Zuo Ying stood up at the same time and ran to the policeman’s side. There was a photo of Xiao 

Yingying on the computer. Zuo Ying broke into a smile and cried out, “Yes, yes, it’s Yingying. Yingying 

wore a pink qipao this morning. I helped her wear it. Policeman, your efficiency is too high!” 

The policeman smiled gently. “You guys are lucky this time. Old Man Gong picked Yingying up and he 

had already sent people to our place to report.” 

“Old Man Gong?” Zuo Ying didn’t know this person. She only cared about Xiao Yingying. “Policeman, 

where is Xiao Yingying Now? We have to go and pick her up. We will thank that Old Man Gong 

properly.” 

“Yingying is at the Gong residence. You can go and pick her up.” 

“Alright, alright. Thank you, Mr policeman, thank you. Beibei, let’s go quickly. Yingying will definitely 

miss us.” Zuo Ying grabbed Bai Beibei’s hand and ran. 
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However, Bai Beibei didn’t react at all. In fact, she froze on the spot. 

“Beibei, what’s Wrong?” Zuo Ying asked suspiciously. 

Bai Beibei returned to her senses and looked at Zuo Ying with a pale face. 

“Beibei, please don’t scare me. Are you scared out of your wits? Yingying has been found. We can go 

pick her up and bring her home!” 

Bai Beibei knew she had heard everything clearly just now. She just didn’t expect that Yingying had been 

picked up by her Old Man Gong. 

Was this fate? 

The bitterness in Bai Beibei’s heart spread all the way to her mouth. She recalled the last time she saw 

Old Man Gong in the hospital three years ago. His gaze stopped on her stomach like a blade. 

That was a past that she couldn’t bear to look back on. 

Now That Old Man Gong had picked Yingying up again, she felt even more embarrassed. 

“Sister Ying, when we get to the gong residence later, you go in and bring Yingying out. I’ll wait for you 

outside.” 

“Why? Shouldn’t we go in together?” 

“Sister Ying, don’t ask.” 

… 

The Gong residence. 

Madam Gong took the fruit platter from the servant’s hands before looking at the living room with a 

smile on her face. Old Man Gong and Xiao Yingying were sitting side by side on the thick woollen carpet 

as they were playing a game. 

“Rock, paper, scissors!” 

Xiao Yingying took out the scissors and father-in-law took out the cloth. Xiao Yingying smiled sweetly 

immediately. “Grandpa, you’ve lost again. You have to shave your nose.” 

Xiao Yingying stretched out her little finger and scratched Old Man Gong’s nose 

Old Man Gong’s smiled until his eyes were like slits. “Yingying, you’re really too smart.” 

Madam Gong did not know where Old Man Gong picked up this little girl. Her looks could not be 

described with how exquisite she looked. She estimated that if she were to carry her out and walk 

around the streets, she would have a 200% chance of making people turn their head. 

The little girl was well brought up and got Old Man Gong wrapped around her finger. She was especially 

polite and was simply a cute little angel. 

Madam Gong really could not imagine who this little girl’s parents were as her genes were too 

overwhelming. Her parents had to be handsome men and beautiful women. 



“Yingying, are you tired from playing? Come and eat some fruits.” Madam Gong stepped forward. 

“Thank you, grandma.” Xiao Yingying only took a small cherry tomato. 

Old Man Gong touched her forehead. “Yingying, you’re sweating. Let grandma bring you up for a bath. 

Later, you can take an afternoon nap at grandpa and grandma’s Place.” 

“No need.” Xiao Yingying shook her head. “I want to wait for my mommy. Didn’t grandpa say that my 

mommy will come very soon?” 

Old Man Gong nodded, “Yes, yes, but your mommy’s taking a while, so she’ll be late. Xiao Yingying can 

stay here to accompany grandpa and grandma. Look, grandpa and grandma have a lot of delicious food 

and fun here. Whatever you want, grandpa and grandma can satisfy you.” 

“But I don’t want anything. I only want my mommy,” Xiao Yingying said in a childish voice. 

Old Man Gong sighed, his eyes filled with loneliness. 

There were only the two of them in this huge villa and Gong Yi only comes back twice a year. He had 

been looking forward to his grandchildren for many years, yet he could not even see a glimpse of them. 

He had been waiting until his hair was almost white. 

Now that he had finally met this adorable little girl, he wanted to keep her for a few days to play, but 

she only thought about her mommy. 

What a good and obedient child, but unfortunately, she wasn’t his. 

“Grandpa, are you unhappy? Does your little baby not play with you?” Xiao Yingying asked. 

“Yingying, grandpa doesn’t have a little baby at home.” 

“How is that possible? Everyone will have a little baby.” 

Old Man Gong smacked his lips unhappily. Everyone had a little baby, but he didn’t! 

At this time, there was a “Ding Dong” sound coming from the door. The maid ran to open the door, and 

Zuo Ying walked in. 

“Yingying!” Zuo Ying saw that Xiao Yingying was dancing happily. “Quick, come and Let me hug you! I 

was so scared that I thought I would never see you again!” 

“Aunty!” Xiao Yingying immediately got up and ran over. “Aunty, I missed you so much.” 

“Mm, Yingying has such a sweet mouth.” 

As she said this, Zuo Ying glanced at the villa and sighed. This was really a place where rich people lived. 

She then looked at her Old Man Gong and Madam Gong. “Old Man Gong, I really have to thank you this 

time. If you hadn’t found Yingying and reported it to the police, the consequences would have been 

unimaginable.” 

Old Man Gong stood up and came in front of Zuo Ying. He nodded. “Yingying and I are fated. There’s no 

need to thank me.” 



“Alright, I’ll take Yingying now. Yingying, say goodbye to grandpa and grandma.” 

Zuo Ying picked up Xiao Yingying. 

Xiao Yingying lied on Zuo Ying’s shoulder as she waved her little hand at Old Man Gong and Madam 

Gong. “Goodbye, grandpa and grandma.” 

As she spoke, Xiao Yingying’s beautiful big eyes were filled with sparkling tears. She pursed her little lips 

as her tears were about to fall. They were cute but appeared pitiful at the same time. 

She could not bear to part with both of them. 

When the Old Man Gong and Madam Gong saw her like this, their hearts turned sour and soft. They 

liked this child even more now. 

Zuo Ying left with Xiao Yingying. 

… 

Bai Beibei waited anxiously outside. She did not have the courage to see Old Man Gong again. The fact 

that she was pregnant with Yingying and with the ongoing conflict between the previous generation, she 

had already let the Gong family down. 

She did not have the face to see them. 

“Mommy!” At this moment, a sweet voice sounded. Bai Beibei looked sideways and saw Xiao Yingying 

rushing towards her. 

“Baby!” Bai Beibei quickly picked Xiao Yingying up and kissed Xiao Yingying’s face. “Baby, where have 

you been? Mommy missed you so much. Don’t do this again. Have you learnt your mistake?” 

“I understand mommy. I’m sorry. I won’t run around anymore.” Xiao Yingying apologized sincerely. 

Chapter 1347: Mommy, I support you in dating 

Xiao Yingying had a good attitude when admitting her mistakes and expressed that she would correct 

her mistakes. Bai Beibei also forgave her. “Xiao Yingying, let’s go home.” 

“Okay.” Xiao Yingying placed her arms around her mommy’s neck. “Mommy, grandpa and grandma 

treated me very well today, I can’t bear to leave them.” 

“Beibei,” Zuo Ying spoke at this moment, “You didn’t go in to take a look just now. That villa is so grand 

and magnificent, even ordinary rich people can’t afford to live in such a villa. Moreover, that Old Man 

Gong is obviously a high-class noble, the kind that people admire and worship.” 

Bai Beibei didn’t say anything. The Gong and Ye families were the nobles of the capital, so Old Man Gong 

naturally had an extraordinary bearing. Even Gong Yi was raised to be a noble and gentlemanly man. 

Thinking back, her mother had such thoughts too. 

How was her mother doing in prison? 



The past was the past, and Bai Beibei didn’t hate her mother that much anymore. After all, she was her 

biological mother, so she should probably bring Xiao Yingying to see her. 

“Yingying, let’s go see grandma now, okay?” 

“Mommy, do I have a grandma too?” 

“Yes.” 

 

 

 

This was also the first time Zuo Ying had heard that Bai Beibei still had a mother. However, she was 

more interested in something else, so she asked. “Beibei, after we see Yingying’s grandma Yingying, can 

you take us to see President Gong?” 

“Okay, okay.” Xiao Yingying clapped quickly. “Mommy, I support you in dating. I’m going to have a 

daddy.” 

Bai Beibei looked at Xiao Yingying’s happy expression and felt very sorry. Yingying never had a father 

since she was young. Yet, this child was so sensible and had never asked who or where her daddy was. 

“Sister Ying, don’t mention President Gong anymore. We’re already over.” 

“What?” Zuo Ying’s mouth was wide open and she was very shocked. In her opinion, this relationship 

had not even started yet, so how did it end? 

“Beibei, tell me about President Gong. I’m so curious…” 

Zuo Ying pestered Bai Beibei. 

What Zuo Ying did not know was that at this moment, a luxury car brushed past them. The mysterious 

man she was most interested in was sitting in this car. 

… 

The luxury car stopped on the lawn outside the villa. The driver opened the back door and Gong Yi got 

up. 

“Young Master, you’re back?” The servant opened the villa’s door. 

Gong Yi snorted and changed his shoes at the entrance. 

At this moment, Gong Yi’s mother ran over. “Gong Yi, why are you back? Why didn’t you tell me 

beforehand?” 

As she spoke, Gong Yi’s mother winked at Gong Yi. 

At this moment, Gong Yi knew that his dearest father was angry again. If he wasn’t careful, he would 

step on a mine. His mother was reminding him to be careful with his words. 
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Gong Yi’s lips curled into a smile. He patted his mother’s shoulder and entered the living room. 

Old Man Gong was silently sulking on the sofa. 

“Dad,” Gong Yi called out. 

Old Man Gong snorted coldly in response. “Do you still have me as your father in your eyes now?” 

Gong Yi felt a headache coming on. He raised his hand to support his forehead. “Dad, what did I do to 

offend you?” 

“You still have the nerve to ask this question? I want to have a grandchild! I want to have a grandchild!” 

Gong Yi was already immune to these words. One day, if his father didn’t stare at him and ask for a 

grandchild, he would feel like he had a fake father. 

“Dad, didn’t I agree to get engaged with Bai Qi already? Pick a date and we’ll get married as soon as 

possible.” 

Old Man Gong snorted, “Don’t think that you can fool me like this. Do you think I don’t know you’re 

getting married to Bai Qi? That’s just perfunctory. Let me ask you, if you get married, will you quickly 

give birth to a child for me?” 

“Dad, don’t force me. I’ve already agreed to get married to Bai Qi. Don’t tell me you’re going to 

supervise me to have a baby. Even if I have a baby, it might not be successful. But that doesn’t mean 

that I don’t work hard.” 

“HMPH, don’t play games with me. You know I’m asking if you’ll sleep with Bai Qi after marriage!” 

Gong Yi frowned but didn’t say anything. 

“Gong Yi, tell me the truth. Are you still unable to forget that Bai Beibei?” 

This name caused Gong Yi’s heart to ache and his expression turned cold. “No.” 

“Since you’re not, why can’t you sleep with other women? I really don’t understand why rich men keep 

changing women. Why are you so obsessed with one woman? Don’t tell me you haven’t been distracted 

during these three years? I really suspect that there’s something wrong with your body.” 

There was nothing wrong with his body. He had been thinking about it for the past three years. He 

really, really wanted it. 

However, he only wanted to sleep with Bai Beibei. He wasn’t interested in other people. He was a man 

who loved cleanliness and didn’t like to touch different women. 

Old Man Gong felt that his son was quite miserable. He had fallen for Ye Xiaotao and spent 20 years on 

her. Now, he had fallen for Bai Beibei. He did not know how many more years it would take for his son, 

his gifted son, to fall for another woman. 

It seemed that raising his son too well was also a problem. 



“Today, I picked up a little girl on the road. She was really cute, polite, and sweet. When can you let me 

have a grandson? When that happens, I can even call you grandpa if you want!” Old Man Gong 

muttered again. 

As soon as he thought of Xiao Yingying’s adorable appearance, Old Man Gong got angry. He didn’t ask 

Gong Yi to give birth to such a beautiful girl, but at the very least, he wanted him to have something to 

look forward to. 

“Dad, I’m a little tired now. I’ll go upstairs and rest. We can talk tomorrow.” 

“Gong Yi!” Old Man Gong stared at him angrily and called out to his back. 

“Dad,” Gong Yi looked back and said softly, “I’m really tired.” 

Old Man Gong was stunned. This was the first time he had seen his son show such an expression. His 

eyes seemed to be flowing with white moonlight, so sad and sorrowful. 

Even if he really wanted to carry a grandson, what he was most concerned about was his son’s 

emotional problems. He hoped that his son could get married soon, have a wife who would dote on him 

and have two cute children. 

But now.. 

Old Man Gong sighed heavily. 

… 

Gong Yi returned to his room. He lifted his hand, unbuttoned the first two buttons of his white shirt and 

sat by the bed. He didn’t want to do anything. 

He stared at the carpet under his feet in a daze and felt like his entire heart had been emptied. 

At this moment, a series of ringtones rang. It was a call. 

“Hello, Ajie.” 

“Hello President. I’ve investigated Bai Beibei’s situation in Singapore for the past three years. Should I 

send you the information now?” 

Gong Yi was silent for a moment. “Forget it.” 

Forget it. She had already left. He didn’t want to keep thinking about her. 

He wouldn’t be so shameless. 

“President, are you really going to forget it? Actually, Bai Beibei for the past three years…” 

“Her matter has nothing to do with me. Don’t ever mention her name in front of me again!” Gong Yi 

hung up the phone. 

Ajie was stunned. Did the president hang up just like that? 



Actually, what he wanted to say was that Bai Beibei was already four months pregnant when she went 

to Singapore. Now, she had given birth to a daughter, and this daughter was very likely to be the 

president’s. 

Chapter 1348: Hello Uncle 

Gong Yi didn’t want to do anything. He didn’t even want to go to the company. However, being idle like 

this made him feel useless. He wanted to find something to do. 

But, what should he do? 

Gong Yi suddenly wanted to visit Grandma. During these three years, whenever he felt very lonely, he 

would go to visit Grandma. When there was no one by his side to talk to, he would talk to Grandma 

about his thoughts. 

Grandma was the best listener. 

Gong Yi got up, grabbed his car keys, and left the house. 

… 

An hour later, Gong Yi arrived at the cemetery. 

He knelt down on one knee and placed the chrysanthemum in his hand in front of Grandma’s 

tombstone. “Grandmother, it’s been a long time since I’ve come to visit you. How are you?” 

“There’s something I want to tell you. Beibei came back a few days ago, but she just left.” 

“Grandmother, I still don’t understand why she left me three years ago. Everything was fine, and we 

were about to get married, but she left without saying goodbye. I drove to chase after her, but I couldn’t 

catch up.” 

 

 

 

“This time, after she returned, I really wanted to get back together with her. I wanted to tell her that I’ve 

been waiting for her all these years, but something went wrong with our relationship. I kept feeling like 

there was a gulf in her heart that separated me from her. I tried my best to get close to her, but her 

heart was tightly shut, and I couldn’t get in. This feeling made me feel very weak, very tired.” 

“Grandmother, when you left, you promised Beibei to me. At that time, I thought that Beibei was the 

most important part of my life. When we kowtowed to you, I thought she would become my wife, and 

forever my wife. But now, she doesn’t seem to need me anymore. Grandmother, I’m very confused. Can 

you point out a path for me? What should I do in the future?” 

Grandma’s loving smile on the tombstone was frozen like a permanent scar. At this moment, a spring 

breeze blew across their faces, and the warmth of spring bloomed. 
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Footsteps sounded beside their ears. Gong Yi turned his head to look and saw that there was another 

person beside him. It was Bai Beibei. 

Bai Beibei was holding a bunch of lilies in her hand. She was also here to visit Grandma. 

Their eyes met, and the two of them froze for a moment. They had not expected to meet in front of 

Grandma’s grave. 

Gong Yi thought that when she had left, Bai Beibei flew back to Singapore after visiting Grandma. The 

two of them did not plan to meet again, but now, they met unexpectedly in front of Grandma’s grave. 

It was as if it was an arrangement. 

“You… why are you here?” Bai Beibei asked in surprise. 

Gong Yi stood up, and with an indifferent expression, he replied, “I’m here to see Grandma.” 

“Oh.” Bai Beibei nodded and placed the lily in her hand in front of Grandma’s tombstone. “Grandma, I’m 

here to see you.” 

Gong Yi looked at her delicate back and moved his thin lips. “Can I ask you, is there anything you want to 

tell me?” 

This was the last chance he was going to give her. 

Bai Beibei felt her nose sour, and she wanted to cry. She knew that if she didn’t say anything this time 

and didn’t ask him to stay, the man behind her would really leave. 

He would disappear from her life. 

But, what could she say? 

She already had Xiao Yingying, so let him go and let him be happy. 

“No.” Bai Beibei shook her head. 

Gong Yi’s handsome features immediately sank. He gave Bai Beibei a sinister glance, then turned around 

and left. 

This time, he wouldn’t turn back! 

Never! 

Bai Beibei’s body stiffened as she watched the two of them brush past each other. Her heart was 

bleeding. Goodbye, Gong Yi. 

… 

Gong Yi took large strides. Just as he was about to turn a corner, a tender and sweet voice suddenly rang 

in his ears. “Mommy, Mommy, look at the dandelions I picked for Grandma. Wow, they’re so beautiful.” 

Mommy? 

Gong Yi’s tall body suddenly trembled as he turned around in disbelief. 



A small child in pink appeared in his line of sight. It was about two or three years old, and she was 

holding a small dandelion in her small hand. She blew at the dandelion, and the dandelion flew into the 

air. She happily spun around on the spot, that carefree look of hers made her look like a little angel. 

Zuo Ying chased after her. “Xiao Yingying, run slowly. Don’t fall.” 

“Oh, I know.” The flurry of pink smiled sweetly. There were two charming dimples on her cheeks. 

“Mommy, Mommy, where is Granny? I want to give this dandelion to Granny.” Xiao Yingying pounced 

over and hugged Bai Beibei’s thigh. 

Bai Beibei’s face was deathly pale. She turned around and looked at Gong Yi, who was behind her. 

He did not leave. He was also looking at her! 

Bai Beibei sucked in a breath of cold air. The thing she was most afraid of had happened. Xiao Yingying 

still bumped into him. How could she resolve this? 

“Yingying, let’s go home first.” Bai Beibei bent down and picked up Xiao Yingying. Then, she took off 

running. 

Zuo Ying was very curious. “Beibei, what’s wrong? Why didn’t you let Yingying visit Grandma before 

leaving? Why is your face so pale? Are you feeling unwell somewhere?” 

“I’m fine.” Bai Beibei wished that she could grow wings and fly away. 

Xiao Yingying hugged Bai Beibei’s neck and said in a childish voice, “Mommy, Mommy, there’s a very 

handsome uncle chasing after us.” 

What?! 

Before Bai Beibei could react, her slender arm was grabbed by a large palm and she was forced to stop. 

“What’s going on?” Gong Yi’s exasperated voice rang in her ears. “You have a daughter?” 

Bai Beibei knew that there was no way to hide now. The only way was to face her. 

She turned her head and pursed her lips. “Yes, yes, I have a daughter. Yingying, greet the uncle.” 

Gong Yi wished he could strangle this woman who was forcing a smile. However, his attention was 

drawn to Xiao Yingying. Xiao Yingying obediently called out to him, “Hello, uncle.” 

Xiao Yingying’s facial features, especially her eyes, were especially like Bai Beibei’s. Gong Yi’s heart 

softened as he looked at her. He curled the corners of his lips. “Yingying, how… how old are you?” 

“More than three years old.” Xiao Yingying raised three fingers. 

More than three years old? 

When she left him, it was three years ago. In other words, she was already several months pregnant 

when she left him. 

Gong Yi’s heart raced, and all the blood in his body rushed to his brain. It was a wonderful feeling that 

could not be described with words. A voice kept telling him, Gong Yi, this is your daughter! 



He did not even have to question whether this was his daughter! 

This damn woman actually hid his daughter. If he had not discovered it today, she probably would never 

have told him! 

“Yingying, come, give uncle a hug.” Gong Yi wanted to hug Xiao Yingying. 

Xiao Yingying liked this handsome uncle very much, but she still looked at her mother inquisitively to see 

if she would agree. 

Bai Beibei obviously didn’t agree. “Heh, it’s late today. Let’s hug again when we’re free. Yingying, say 

goodbye to uncle. We’re going back.” 

“Oh, uncle, we’re taking a plane back to Singapore.” Xiao Yingying looked at Gong Yi very apologetically. 

Gong Yi’s eyes were furious. She still wanted to leave in such a situation? 

Chapter 1349: Xiao Yingying Is Not Your Daughter 

“Yingying, let uncle carry you.” Gong Yi forcefully snatched Xiao Yingying over, and he turned to leave. 

Bai Beibei was shocked. She quickly grabbed Gong Yi’s sleeve and said, horrified, “Gong Yi, what are you 

doing?” 

“Bringing Yingying home!” Gong Yi said matter-of-factly. 

Bai Beibei looked at Xiao Yingying. Xiao Yingying did not cry. She stayed in Gong Yi’s embrace and looked 

at the uncle, then at her own mother. Her big grape-like eyes were extremely lively. 

Bai Beibei lowered her voice and begged, “Gong Yi, if you have something to say, let’s talk it out. Give 

Yingying to me. Don’t scare the child!” 

Gong Yi glanced at her. “Who exactly is scaring the child?” 

“Okay, I’ll let go first, then you return Yingying to me.” Bai Beibei compromised. She slowly let go of 

Gong Yi. 

Gong Yi did not even look at her. He used his long legs and left. 

Where was he taking Yingying? 

Bai Beibei chased after him for a couple of steps, but his pace was too fast. She could not catch up at all. 

Moreover, she did not dare to do anything too extreme in front of Xiao Yingying. She was afraid of 

hurting the child. 

 

 

 

She still understood Gong Yi. Although being a gentleman was part of his upbringing. This did not mean 

that he did not have a temper. 
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He was also quite domineering. 

“Beibei, who is that man?” Zuo Ying, who was watching from the side, said, “Could he be President 

Gong? Oh my god, he’s so handsome.” 

Bai Beibei had no time to think about this. She took out her phone from her bag and called Gong Yi. 

“Beibei, is President Gong Xiao Yingying’s father? Otherwise, why would he snatch Xiao Yingying away? 

Beibei, you really hid it well. Even Yingying is a little princess that has been left behind.” 

Bai Beibei wasn’t in the mood to joke with Zuo Ying. She dialled Gong Yi’s number. 

Did he really misunderstand? Did he think that Xiao Yingying was his daughter? 

… 

In the Lamborghini. 

Gong Yi placed Xiao Yingying in the backseat. He used his finger to caress the little girl’s pink face. 

“Yingying, come home with uncle. Uncle will take good care of you.” 

Xiao Yingying looked out of the window and asked in a childish voice, “Uncle, are you the uncle who is 

dating my mommy?” 

Gong Yi nodded. “Yes.” 

Gong Yi added, “Uncle will marry your mommy very soon. Come home with uncle now. Later, uncle will 

bring your mommy over.” 

Xiao Yingying covered her mouth and laughed secretly. “Uncle, are you unable to handle my mommy?” 

Gong Yi shrugged. “A little.” 

“Alright then. I’m willing to be uncle’s assistant. Uncle, you can do it. I have high hopes for you. You can 

definitely become my daddy.” 

He wasn’t going to become her daddy, he was already her daddy. 

Gong Yi didn’t dare to tell her now. It would take some time for a child to accept this matter. He wanted 

to wait until he and Bai Beibei had reconciled before telling her so that she wouldn’t be scared. 

“Xiao Yingying, do you like uncle?” 

“Yes, I do.” 

“You’re so obedient. Uncle will take you home now.” Gong Yi started the car. 

The car was on the road when a series of rings. Someone was calling. 

It was Bai Beibei Calling. 

She still had the nerve to call? 

“Hello.” Gong Yi answered the phone unhappily. 



“Hello, Gong Yi, where are you taking Xiao Yingying? Did you misunderstand something? Xiao Yingying is 

not your daughter!” 

“If it’s not mine, then whose is it?” Gong Yi asked directly. 

“Gong Yi, listen to me.” Bai Beibei lowered her voice. “When I left you, I was already four months 

pregnant. I had Xiao Yingying before we got together.” 

Gong Yi instantly understood. Xiao Yingying was in the bathroom that night. That night, she gave herself 

to him. 

That night, he didn’t use a condom. He didn’t expect her to be pregnant. 

“Gong Yi, I’m sorry. I did not mean to hurt you, but Xiao Yingying is really not your daughter. Xiao 

Yingying appearance… was too suddenly. I don’t know… who is her father. At that time, you proposed to 

me. I wore the wedding ring you gave me and went to the hospital to have an abortion. I really wanted 

to be with you and be your bride, so I thought of giving up on Xiao Yingying. However, I ran away from 

the operating table. I had no parents when I was young. I don’t want my child to be like me…” 

“Gong Yi, you hate me, right? I let you down, but I had no choice. When I left you three years ago, I was 

in so much pain. I wanted to spend the rest of my life with you…” 

Gong Yi listened to the woman on the other end of the phone, choking. He understood everything. 

She didn’t know that he was the man from that night, so she felt like her whole world had collapsed 

after finding out that she was pregnant. She even thought about aborting the child because she wanted 

to be with him. 

However, it was a part of her. She really could not part with it, so she could only part with him. 

Three years ago, she had been in so much pain and confusion that she did not know what to do. 

“Is this the reason why you left me three years ago?”Gong Yi felt bitter in his mouth. 

“Yes, Gong Yi. I feel that I am too ashamed to see you. I am already very unclean. I have given myself to 

people other than you. I also did it with Li Xiyang… I am not worthy of you!” 

Li Xiyang… 

Three years ago, he didn’t have the time to explain. She had always thought that she had had sex with Li 

Xiyang. In fact, she didn’t. He was the only man she had. 

Gong Yi didn’t say anything. He hung up the phone. 

After hanging up the phone, Secretary Ajie’s call immediately came. 

“Hello, Ajie.” 

“Hello, President. I thought about it and still think it’s necessary to report to you about Bai Beibei’s 

situation in Singapore these three years. She gave birth to a daughter who is more than three years old 

this year.” 

Ajie finished speaking in one breath. He was waiting for his president to throw a tantrum. 



However, Gong Yi did not react at all. 

Only then did ajie dare to continue, “President, when Miss Beibei went to Singapore, she was already 

four months pregnant. She had no money and no connections, so Miss Beibei could not continue to 

attend university. She rented a small house and studied economics by herself while taking care of her 

fetus. Six months later, she gave birth to a daughter in the hospital.” 

“Miss Beibei focused on taking care of her daughter for more than a year. Then, she began to look for a 

job actively. Because she did not have a diploma, she was met with difficulties everywhere. At that time, 

Jin Taijiao took a liking to miss Beibei’s ability and hired her. Miss Beibei did very well. With Jin Taijiao’s 

help, she was able to get a high-level job title as a budgeter and began to become famous.” 

“President, Miss Beibei and Jin Taijiao are not what you think. In these three years, Miss Bei bei has not 

had any boyfriends. She has been working hard and has not been living a happy life.” 

Actually, Gong Yi had already guessed that he had misunderstood her. She was innocent. 

Chapter 1350: Since You Want A Grandchild. I’ll Give it to You 

“President, Miss Beibei and Jin Taijiao are not what you think they are. In the past three years, Miss 

Beibei has not had any boyfriends. She has been working hard and has not been living a happy life.” 

Actually, Gong Yi had already guessed that he had misunderstood her. She was innocent. 

Did she not go to university? In order to give birth to Xiao Yingying, she went to a foreign country, 

Singapore, alone. At that time, she was only 18 years old. 

She could have had a beautiful future. She could have stunned the world by graduating from a famous 

university and winning a mental arithmetic competition in America. However, she had given up on all of 

that. 

When other girls were enjoying their youth, she became a mother. Although she looked soft and weak 

on the surface, she was like a plum blossom that grew during the winter. She was strong and brave, so 

beautiful. 

How should he tell her the truth? How should he tell her that the man that night was actually him and 

that Xiao Yingying was his daughter? 

… 

At the Gong residence. 

Hearing the “Ding ling” sound from the door, the servant quickly went to open the door. “Young Master, 

you’re back…” 

The servant looked at the little girl in Gong Yi’s arms in surprise. 
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Madam Gong rushed over when she heard the news. “Gong Yi, why are you back? Have you eaten? 

This… your hand…” 

Madam Gong was stunned. 

Old Man Gong stood in the living room and snorted coldly. “Why did this unfilial son come back? Let him 

go as far away as possible. I don’t want to see him at all.” 

“Master.” At this moment, Madam Gong called out from behind. 

“What?” Old Man Gong turned around. 

With this turn, it was as if someone had pressed his acupoint. He looked at Xiao Yingying in Gong Yi’s 

arms in a daze. “Yingying, why are you here? Why are you with… him?” 

Xiao Yingying was also very surprised to be back here. She looked sweetly at Gong Yi and Gong Yi. 

“Grandfather, grandmother, it was Uncle who brought me back. It seems that we are really fated.” 

Fated? 

The little girl’s sly appearance made Gong Yi not know whether to laugh or cry. 

At this moment, Gong Yi took a few steps forward and threw Xiao Yingying into his father’s arms. “Here! 

Stop asking for a grandchild in the future. My mission is complete!” 

Old Man Gong hurriedly caught Xiao Yingying, afraid that she would fall. He could not understand Gong 

Yi’s words at all. “Brat, what nonsense are you talking about?” 

Gong Yi raised his sharp eyebrows and felt a sense of pride. “Grandchild! The grandchild that you want, I 

gave it to you!” 

After saying that, he went upstairs. 

“This…” Old Man Gong looked at Gong Yi’s back and then looked at Xiao Yingying. What exactly was 

going on? 

Could it be that Gong Yi’s brain was fried and snatched another family’s child away? 

“Yingying, let grandpa ask you, what is your daddy’s and mommy’s name?” 

“Grandpa, I don’t have a daddy. My mommy’s name is Bai Beibei. She’s the best mommy in the world,” 

Xiao Yingying said proudly. 

Bai Beibei? 

This name made Old Man Gong freeze. He suddenly remembered that three years ago, he bumped into 

Bai Beibei in the hospital. At that time, she had just come down from the operating table and was 

pregnant. 

Was Xiao Yingying the child in her belly back then? 

Old Man Gong’s feelings became very complicated. 

.. 



In the room. 

Gong Yi changed into a new shirt. At this time, the door was pushed open, and Old Man Gong came in. 

“Dad, why didn’t you knock when you came in? Where are your manners?” 

“Brat, don’t be so rude to me. I have something to ask you. What’s going on with Xiao Yingying?” 

“Didn’t I tell you? Xiao Yingying is my daughter.” 

“Then who is Yingying’s mommy?” 

“It’s…” Gong Yi wanted to answer. 

However, Old Man Gong didn’t give him the chance to speak. “Gong Yi, Yingying’s mommy is Bai Beibei, 

right? Is she the one who told you that Xiao Yingying is your daughter? I’m telling you, don’t be deceived 

by her. This child isn’t yours at all!” 

“Three years ago, I met Bai Beibei in the hospital. At that time, she was already four months pregnant. I 

asked her if this child was yours, and she admitted it wasn’t yours. What does she mean by doing this 

now? I’m really afraid of this Bai Beibei. She messed up your life and even caused you to get into a car 

accident. If it weren’t for the driver who turned the steering wheel to avoid a head-on collision, you 

wouldn’t even be alive now.” 

“Gong Yi, why didn’t you learn your lesson?” 

Gong Yi caught the main point from this sentence. “Dad, you knew about Bai Beibei’s pregnancy three 

years ago? Why didn’t you tell me?” 

“Ha, tell you? You may have the face to listen, but I haven’t had the face to say it. If I can’t even control 

my own woman, and she’s actually pregnant with another man’s child…” 

“Dad, I’m going to say it for the last time. Xiao Yingying is my daughter!” 

Old Man Gong was stunned. He was stunned by Gong Yi’s serious expression. 

“Dad, Xiao Yingying is my daughter. There was a misunderstanding between Bai Beibei and me, which 

led her to think that this child is not mine. But I can tell you clearly that your son is not stupid enough to 

raise another person’s child. Xiao Yingying is the daughter of Bai Beibei and me. I’m the only man in Bai 

Beibei life!” 

Gong Yi added, “If you still don’t believe me, you can go for a paternity test.” 

Old Man Gong was at a loss. Was Xiao Yingying really his granddaughter? 

Old Man Gong didn’t say anything and turned around to leave. 

He was going to do a paternity test. 

When he walked to the door, Gong Yi asked, “Dad, did you say something terrible to her in the hospital 

three years ago and make her leave me?” 

Old Man Gong pursed his lips and said stiffly, “No.” 



“Dad, if Xiao Yingying finds out that you broke up her father and mommy and made her not enjoy any 

fatherly love for three years, do you think she’ll still like you?” 

Old Man Gong stopped in his tracks and was speechless. 

If Xiao Yingying was really his granddaughter, then… then… 

He had always wanted to have a grandchild. Now that he had one, it would be a huge joke if she didn’t 

like him. Old Man Gong didn’t even dare to think about it. 

He immediately quickened his pace and left. 

… 

Downstairs, in the living room. 

Madam Gong carried Xiao Yingying on her lap and fed her mousse. “Yingying, is it good?” 

“It’s really good. Thank you, grandma.” 

“So obedient!” Madam Gong could not help but kiss Xiao Yingying. 

“Madam, Master has wanted to have a grandchild for so many years. Who would have thought that in 

the blink of an eye, he would have a grandchild, and it would be so big? Young Master is really amazing. 

Look at Little Miss’s appearance. Aiyo, she is so beautiful. I have never seen such a beautiful girl. Look, 

Little Miss’s nose and mouth are like young master’s. One look, and you can tell that she is young 

master’s biological daughter.” The servant praised. 

Madam Gong was extremely happy, “Isn’t that right? How can my Gong Yi’s daughter not be pretty? 

Every time I see old Li from next door, I always get angry. He always asks me why his granddaughter is so 

beautiful. Right now, my Yingying is far ahead of her. When I carry her out tomorrow and let him take a 

look, he will definitely be shocked.” 

“Haha, that’s right.” 

Madam Gong and the servant laughed together. 

Chapter 1351: I Only Want My Mommy 

Old Man Gong was listening to these words from the stairs. He looked at Xiao Yingying, and the more he 

looked at her, the more he felt that Xiao Yingying was very much like Gong Yi. In the beginning, when 

Xiao Yingying was pulling on his trouser leg on the street, he had a warm feeling of throbbing, so this 

kind of feeling was blood thicker than water. 

Old Man Gong really liked Xiao Yingying. Just an hour ago, he had lamented that it was hopeless for him 

to get a grandchild. He did not expect his Xiao Yingying to be already grown up. 

Old Man Gong thought of Gong Yi’s last words. If Xiao Yingying knew that he had tried to break up her 

parents, would Xiao Yingying still like him as a grandfather? 

Oh my god, Old Man Gong did not dare to think about it. 

… 



Soon, it was evening. The servants prepared a sumptuous dinner. Madam Gong went to carry Xiao 

Yingying. “Yingying, come. Let’s go eat dinner.” 

Xiao Yingying stood by the door and looked outside. She shook her head and said, “Grandma, I don’t 

want to eat.” 

“Yingying, why don’t you want to eat?” 

At this moment, Gong Yi came down from upstairs. “Mom, Yingying.” 

“Uncle.” Xiao Yingying quickly ran over. She blinked her big eyes and looked at Gong Yi pitifully. “Uncle, 

didn’t you say that my mommy would come soon? Why can’t I see mommy?” 

 

 

 

Gong Yi squatted down. He felt that Xiao Yingying’s eyes were very similar to that of Bai Beibei. It made 

his heart ache. 

“Yingying, Mommy will come tomorrow. How about you sleep with Uncle tonight?” 

Xiao Yingying’s eyes were immediately filled with tears. She pursed her lips and was about to cry. 

Gong Yi immediately panicked. “Yingying, what’s wrong?” 

“Xiao Yingying, tell Grandma why are you crying?” Madam Gong was heartbroken. She quickly held Xiao 

Yingying in her arms and comforted her. “Good baby, Let’s not cry. You won’t be pretty if you cry.” 

“Wah!” Xiao Yingying cried loudly. She rubbed her eyes with her little pink fists, and crystal-clear tears 

fell everywhere. 

“Xiao Yingying, what’s wrong?” Old Man Gong heard the voice and rushed over. He went up and kicked 

Gong Yi. “Little brat, did you make Yingying Cry?” 

Gong Yi “…” 

Old Man Gong hugged Xiao Yingying in his arms and jumped and coaxed her. “Yingying, don’t cry. 

Grandpa’s heart aches when he sees you cry. Tell Grandma, did Uncle bully you?” 

“Uncle… liar, I want Mommy, I want… Mommy!” Xiao Yingying cried out in a heart-wrenching manner. 

Mommy… 

The three people present froze when they heard this word. Old Man Gong laughed awkwardly and 

coaxed her gently, “Xiao Yingying, aren’t you having fun here? I’ve already asked someone to build a 

castle for Xiao Yingying. There’s a crown, a fluffy dress, and a magic wand there. From now on, Yingying 

will be our Gong family’s little princess.” 
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“I don’t want it. I don’t want anything. I only want Mommy… I’m Mommy’s… precious baby, I don’t want 

to be separated from Mommy… Mommy, Mommy…” Xiao Yingying had already lost her voice from 

crying. 

Old Man Gong couldn’t do anything. He knew that Bai Beibei had raised Xiao Yingying well over the past 

three years. Xiao Yingying didn’t want anyone else but her. 

Gong Yi was also flustered when he saw his daughter crying like this. To be honest, he was new to being 

a father. He had no experience at all. 

Three years ago, his relationship with Bai Beibei had suffered a lot of resistance. At that time, he had 

wanted to have a child with her. However, before this thought had matured, Bai Beibei had left him. 

He had never thought that he would have a three-year-old daughter. He still did not know how to be a 

father. 

“Xiao Yingying, don’t cry. Uncle is calling Mommy right now and asking Mommy to come over to 

accompany you, okay?” Gong Yi took out his phone. 

Xiao Yingying immediately stopped crying. Her eyes were red as she looked at Gong Yi. “Really?” 

“Of course it’s true. Uncle is going to call mommy right now.” 

..,,,, 

Gong Yi dialled Bai Beibei’s number. The melodious ringtone only rang once, and the call was quickly 

picked up. Bai Beibei’s anxious voice rang out, “Hello, Gong Yi. How is Yingying Now? Can you return 

Yingying to me? It’s dark now. If she can’t see me, she’ll be afraid.” 

At this moment, Gong Yi was standing on the lawn outside the villa. He had one hand in his pocket and 

was kicking the stones around him. “Mm.” He snorted. “Yingying is crying.” 

“What?” Bai Beibei sucked in a breath of cold air. Her heart ached so much that tears came out. She 

sobbed as she confessed to him, “Gong Yi, I beg you to let Yingying go. If anything happens, you can 

come to me. I know I’ve let you down. I’ve let you down. But Yingying is innocent…” 

Gong Yi frowned. What did she mean? Did she think that he had kidnapped Yingying? 

“Don’t cry,” he said in an unpleasant tone. 

Bai Beibei didn’t dare to cry anymore. 

Gong Yi felt even worse. Both mother and daughter liked to shed tears, and he couldn’t stop either of 

them. It was as if he had bullied them. 

In fact, he didn’t even have enough time to dote on them. 

“Where are you now?” He asked. 

Bai Beibei didn’t say anything. 

Gong Yi looked forward. He saw a delicate figure around the corner. It was familiar to him. 



“Are you outside my house?” 

Gong Yi saw the delicate figure turn around and leave. 

He was so angry that his eyes were burning. “Bai Beibei, stop right there! If you dare to leave tonight, 

you will never see Yingying again!” 

Bai Beibei stopped in her tracks. 

At this moment, she heard the sound of footsteps approaching from afar. Gong Yi was behind her. 

Bai Beibei turned around. Gong Yi was holding his phone and staring at her. 

She did not have the courage to face the man’s gaze, so she lowered her head. The grief in her heart 

grew stronger and stronger. Her tears were like beads that had broken their string, “What are you trying 

to do? I’m not lying to you. Yingying is really not your daughter. I… I sold myself. Yingying is…that man. 

At that time, I didn’t know anything. I never thought… that I would get pregnant…” 

“No matter who that man is, Yingying is my daughter. For her, I gave up everything. When I was 18 years 

old, I became a mom. I left you and went to… Singapore. I didn’t have a good life either. But no matter 

how hard and tiring it was when I saw Yingying growing up day by day, she would smile at me. She 

would kiss me and say that Mommy had worked hard. She never asked where her dad went. I sent her 

to preschool, and she told me that she was very happy every day… This child is very sensible. She…” 

Gong Yi took two steps forward and gently pulled her into his arms. 

He closed his eyes and kissed her hair. He wanted to use his body temperature and frantic heartbeat to 

comfort her, to comfort her all these years of suffering and pain. 

Once again, he held her in such a warm embrace. Only then did Bai Beibei realize how much she missed 

and coveted his embrace. “Gong Yi, I’m really sorry…” 

She didn’t let him down. It was all his fault. 

Gong Yi let go of her and held her cold little hand. 

“Where are you taking me?” 

Chapter 1352: Mommy, Why Don’t You Marry Uncle 

“Didn’t you want to see Yingying?” Gong Yi asked. 

Yingying was at his house now. Was he going to bring her in? 

Bai Beibei pulled her little hand back forcefully. 

Gong Yi stopped in his tracks. “What’s wrong?” 

Bai Beibei shook her head. “No… It’s not convenient for me to go in. Can you carry Yingying out?” 

“No,” he rejected her outright. 

Bai Beibei looked up at Gong Yi, her watery eyes filled with panic and hurt. 



Gong Yi reached out and touched her face. He could not help but say softly, “Are you afraid of my dad?” 

Bai Beibei quickly shook her head. “No…” 

“Three years ago, you saw my dad at the hospital. Did my dad talk to you?” 

 

 

 

“No…” 

She denied everything. 

Gong Yi sighed. She had always been like this. She would not tell him anything that happened or if she 

was hurt or upset. 

She was used to enduring it alone. 

“Although my dad has a bad temper sometimes, he is still okay. In the past, he misunderstood you and 

probably did something that gave you a bad impression. Now that the misunderstanding is gone, he will 

change himself in the future. Besides, when we get married, we won’t live with him. We will live 

together as a family of three.” 

A family of three… 

Bai Beibei looked at Gong Yi in a daze. She did not understand what he was saying. Why did he still think 

that Yingying was his daughter even after she had explained it so many times? 

Did he think that she was not embarrassed enough? 

“Gong Yi, can you not do this…” 

“Alright, stop talking. Let’s go in together.” 

“But…” 

“Yingying is crying inside. Her throat is hoarse from crying. She wants her Mommy.” 

Bai Beibei quickly became speechless. Her Xiao Yingying was inside, and she couldn’t bear to part with 

her. 

Gong Yi’s heart softened, and he forcefully held her little hand. 

… 

Walking into the villa, Bai Beibei suddenly thought of Zuo Ying’s words. She said that this was a place 

where rich people lived. Her evaluation was very accurate. 

Gong Yi lived alone in a high-end apartment. Compared to this, his life was more modern and 

independent. He had never been a young master who would flaunt his wealth. 
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Bai Beibei felt all sorts of uneasiness when she entered the villa. Fortunately, a soft voice quickly 

sounded, “Mommy!” 

Bai Beibei immediately squatted down and caught Xiao Yingying, who was flying towards her. “Yingying, 

Mommy’s precious baby. Quick, let Mommy hug you. Mommy misses you so much.” 

Xiao Yingying hugged Bai Beibei’s neck with both hands and gave her mommy’s face a couple of kisses. 

“Mommy, Yingying misses you so much too.” 

“Yingying, are you crying? Your eyes and nose are all red.” 

“That’s because I thought Mommy wouldn’t come. I’m so scared to be here alone.” 

Bai Beibei felt warm in her heart. This daughter of hers was really the little angel in her life. As long as 

she was here, she could heal any pain. 

“Yingying, Mommy will bring you home.” Bai Beibei carried Xiao Yingying and looked at Old Man Gong 

and Madam Gong. “Uncle and Auntie, thank you for taking care of Yingying. We’ll be leaving first.” 

“Miss Bai, wait!” Madam Gong called out to Bai Beibei. She could not bear to part with her 

granddaughter. “Why are you taking Yingying Away? Yingying is our granddaughter.” 

“That’s right!” Old Man Gong snorted in dissatisfaction, “Since Yingying is our Gong family’s 

granddaughter, then she should stay and enjoy the life of a princess. Miss Bai, I really don’t understand 

what you’re thinking. Three years ago, I asked you who the child was. Why did you say that? Could it be 

that you’re lying to us because you’re dissatisfied with me?” 

Bai Beibei was shocked. Why were they so sure that Xiao Yingying was part of their family? 

“Uncle, Auntie, I didn’t mean that. Actually, Xiao Yingying isn’t…” she wanted to confess. 

At this moment, a muscular arm grabbed her soft waist. Gong Yi said, “Let’s not talk about this. Yingying 

is hungry too. Let’s eat first.” 

Bai Beibei looked at Gong Yi. She frowned and didn’t want to eat here. 

Gong Yi obviously understood what she meant. He looked directly at Xiao Yingying. “Yingying, do you 

want to have dinner with Grandpa, Grandma, and Uncle?” 

“Yes. Mommy, let me tell you. Grandpa, Grandma, and Uncle treated me very well. Let’s eat here.” Xiao 

Yingying acted coquettishly. 

Bai Beibei “…” 

… 

There was no other way. Bai Beibei stayed here to have dinner. The atmosphere wasn’t as awkward as 

she had imagined because Old Man Gong and Madam Gong’s gazes were all focused on Xiao Yingying. 

Bai Beibei was very touched. Old Man Gong and Madam Gong really liked Xiao Yingying, but she felt 

guilty and uneasy. Xiao Yingying really was not of the Gong family’s bloodline. 



“Young Madam, this is the medicinal black chicken soup. It tastes delicious. Drink two more bowls. Look 

at how skinny you are. You have to fatten up a little. In a year or two, give the old master and Madam a 

grandson and make it a good name,” the servant said with a smile. 

Young Madam? 

This title made Bai Beibei’s little face flush red. She was so embarrassed. 

“Haha, yes.” At this moment, Madam Gong looked at Bai Beibei kindly, “Beibei, you were only 19 when 

you gave birth to Xiao Yingying. You must have suffered a lot. In two days, I’ll get a famous doctor to 

help you recuperate. We’ll talk about the second child a few years later. You’re still young. Take your 

time.” 

Gong Yi picked up a prawn and placed it in Xiao Yingying’s bowl. “Yingying, do you want a younger sister 

or younger brother?” 

Xiao Yingying thought for a moment. “I want a younger brother.” 

“Okay!” Gong Yi slammed the table in a good mood. 

If there were a crack in the ground, Bai Beibei would definitely crawl into it. Old Man Gong and Madam 

Gong had clearly acknowledged the title of “Young Madam” and even told her to have another child so 

naturally. What were they thinking? 

At this moment, Gong Yi held her little hand. “Dad, Mom, let’s talk about the second child later. We 

want to get married first and spend a few years alone together after that before having a child.” 

“Alright, alright. Let us take care of Yingying. You guys can go live your little lives.” Madam Gong agreed 

enthusiastically. 

Bai Beibei “…” 

… 

After dinner, Bai Beibei pulled Xiao Yingying to the side and discussed in a low voice, “Yingying, we’ve 

already stayed for dinner. Let us go home now? You can go say goodbye to Grandpa and Grandma.” 

“But Mommy, I’ve already made a promise with uncle not to leave tonight.” 

Made a promise? 

When did they make the promise? 

Bai Beibei had a headache. She felt that her precious daughter had been bribed. 

“Mommy, Uncle likes you very much and likes me very much. I support mommy in dating. Mommy, you 

can marry Uncle. This way, you won’t have to work so hard to take care of me alone. Other than me, 

there will be more people who will love Mommy,” Xiao Yingying said in a childish voice. 

Bai Beibei’s heart ached. Was this the reason why Yingying supported her in dating? 

Yingying didn’t want her to work so hard. Yingying wanted more people to love her. 



“Yingying.” Bai Beibei rubbed her daughter’s soft hair. 

“Stay tonight. We’ll leave together tomorrow morning.” Gong Yi walked over at this time. 

Chapter 1353: Who Let You Be So Disobedient 

“Gong Yi, I don’t want to stay here. I want to bring Xiao Yingying home…” Bai Beibei said softly. 

Gong Yi looked at her and said in a tone that showed no room for negotiation. “Don’t be uncomfortable. 

Sleep in my room tonight. We’ll sleep together.” 

Sleep together? 

Bai Beibei widened her watery eyes. She looked at him innocently and fearfully. She didn’t mean it that 

way. 

Gong Yi’s eyes were a little dark. He really wanted to pounce on her and eat her right now, but he 

controlled himself. He did not want to do a live broadcast. 

“Yingying, let’s go upstairs.” Gong Yi carried Xiao Yingying upstairs. 

“Mommy, come quickly. Xiao Yingying wants to take a bath.” Xiao Yingying lay on Gong Yi’s shoulder and 

waved her little hand at her. 

Bai Beibei was about to break down. 

… 

In the bathroom, Bai Beibei carried Xiao Yingying who was wrapped in a towel out. There were pyjamas 

on the bed. It was a cotton white princess dress. Bai Beibei helped Xiao Yingying put it on. 

 

 

 

“Uncle, have you taken a bath too?” 

Bai Beibei turned around when she heard the sound. Gong Yi had come. He had just taken a bath and 

was wearing a white casual outfit. The white shirt drooped open, making him look handsome and cool. 

Bai Beibei’s little face turned red. This was his room and she could smell his alluring scent. It made her 

feel soft. 

“Mm, Uncle is done showering and Yingying is done showering. Let Mommy go take a shower now.” 

Gong Yi stood behind Bai Beibei. 

Bai Beibei did not know if he did it on purpose or not. He was very close to her. The man’s tall body 

seemed to be holding her petite body in his arms. She could even feel the friction between their clothes 

and the strong muscles on his body. 

“Let me dry Yingying’s hair first.” 
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Bai Beibei’s ears were red, and her movements were a little awkward due to her nervousness. Gong Yi 

smiled and reached out to pinch her small waist. “I’ll dry Ying’s hair. You go take a bath.” 

The area that he pinched seemed to be burning. Bai Beibei threw down the hairdryer and ran away. 

“Oh, I’ll go take a bath.” 

… 

After entering the bathroom, Bai Beibei could still hear the laughter of the man outside. He must be 

laughing at her. 

She looked at herself through the mirror. Her cheeks were red, and her eyes were filled with desire. 

After being teased by him so gently, she did not look like herself anymore. 

She took a deep breath and entered the bathroom to take a shower. 

She took her time to shower because she had something on her mind. She should not have agreed to 

stay. How was she going to sleep later? She would sleep under the bed, but Xiao Yingying would 

definitely stick to her. 

She couldn’t let him sleep under the bed, right? 

Bai Beibei grabbed her hair in frustration and put on her nightdress. 

She realized that her nightdress was from the same series as Xiao Yingying’s and his. Her heart couldn’t 

help but feel sweet and warm. 

After dawdling for a while, Bai Beibei mustered up the courage to go out. 

… 

The lights in the room had already been dimmed. Gong Yi was lazily leaning against the headboard of 

the bed. He had one palm placed on his bent knee and looked very casual. Xiao Yingying was in his arms 

and was about to fall asleep. 

This scene was very heartwarming. It was like a scene of a father and daughter getting along. Bai 

Beibei’s heart trembled violently. She had a strange feeling that Xiao Yingying’s side profile was very 

similar to Gong Yi’s. 

“Are you done washing up?” Gong Yi looked over and interrupted her train of thought. 

Bai Beibei quickly nodded. “Yes.” 

Gong Yi looked at her from head to toe. Her black hair hung loosely behind her waist. Her fair little face, 

cherry red lips, and a slim waist like a willow tree. Her nightdress fell on her knees. Her two slender legs 

were straight and slender, and she was as beautiful as a painting. 

Gong Yi could hear his own racing heart. It had been three years, but he was still moved by her. 

His gaze was burning, and Bai Beibei was nervous. At this moment, Xiao Yingying stuck her head out and 

said, “Mommy, why did you take so long to wash up? I’m sleepy. Can Mommy tell me a story now?” 

Xiao Yingying always asked her to tell a story before she went to sleep. 



She could tell a story, but Bai Beibei still didn’t know where she was going to sleep. 

“Come here.” At this moment, Gong Yi stretched out his hand towards her. 

Bai Beibei hesitated for a moment before walking forward. 

Placing her small hand in his palm, Gong Yi wrapped his arms around her slender waist and carried her in 

easily, letting her sleep between him and Xiao Yingying. 

Bai Beibei felt her breath warm up. 

Xiao Yingying hugged the soft silk and looked at her mother innocently. “Mommy, your face is so red. 

Are you sick?” 

Bai Beibei quickly shook her head. “No, mommy just feels a little hot.” 

“But I don’t feel hot…” 

“Yingying, didn’t you want to hear a story? Mommy is telling you a story about a little bear.” Bai Beibei 

changed the topic. 

“Okay!.” Xiao Yingying was instantly attracted. 

Bai Beibei hugged Xiao Yingying in her arms. She slept with her back facing Gong Yi. Then, she told Xiao 

Yingying a story in a soft voice. 

Xiao Yingying fell asleep halfway through the story. 

“You can stop now. Yingying is asleep.” Gong Yi straightened up and stretched out his strong arm to 

cover Xiao Yingying with the blanket. 

“Okay.” Bai Beibei nodded. 

Gong Yi didn’t leave after he finished covering her with the blanket. He placed his two hands on Bai 

Beibei’s side and looked at her with a burning gaze. 

“What are you doing?” Bai Beibei avoided his gaze and pushed him away. “Let’s go to sleep.” 

“I can’t sleep.” Gong Yi leaned over and kissed her. 

His kiss was too sudden. Bai Beibei dodged for a moment, and his kiss landed on her cheek. 

He did not mind. He kissed her from her cheek to her hair and took a deep breath. “You smell so good.” 

Bai Beibei was at a loss. She resisted in a low voice. “Don’t… Yingying is here…” 

“I know. I’ll be gentle,” Gong Yi said nonchalantly. He held her little face and covered her seductive little 

mouth. 

Bai Beibei let out a hushed sound and melted like a pool of water. Her two little hands grabbed his 

collar, not knowing whether to push away or pull him closer. 

Suddenly, the sound of water rang out in Bai Beibei’s ears and startled her. She did not know when she 

had opened her mouth, but her little tongue had already been swallowed by him. 



Her face and ears were flushed red, and she was utterly embarrassed. “Gong Yi…” 

“Mm,” Gong Yi replied. “Beibei, you’ve grown up a little.” 

What did he mean by that? 

She was 21 years old this year, a little older than when she was 18 years old. But in his eyes, the 21-year-

old her was still very young and tender. 

Bai Beibei pressed down on his hand. His hand was already in her nightdress. She couldn’t help but 

suspect that what he called ‘growth’ meant physical development. 

“Let’s stop. Yingying will wake up.” 

“Then let’s go to… the bathroom.” 

“You!” 

Gong Yi stood up and immediately carried her horizontally. Bai Beibei didn’t even have the chance to 

refuse. 

… 

In the bathroom. 

Bai Beibei was pressed against the wall, her nightdress lifted up, and he lowered his head to look. 

“Don’t look.” Bai Beibei panted as she covered his eyes. 

“Let me see if it’s still swollen.” 

“You knew? Then why are you… so rough?” Bai Beibei complained. 

Gong Yi closed his reddened eyes and made his movements stronger. After they were done, both of 

them were out of breath. He kissed her hair. “Who told you to be so disobedient? Hm? Was it rough? 

Did you like it?” 

Chapter 1354: Are You Guys Going Give Birth To A Baby Brother 

An hour later. 

Gong Yi carried Bai Beibei onto the bed. Bai Beibei felt so tired that she couldn’t even open her eyes. She 

was truly amazed at much stamina he had. 

Bai Beibei closed her eyes when she was able to lie down on the soft bed again. At this moment, she felt 

the mattress dip down next to her. Gong Yi had climbed onto the bed and hugged her in his arms. 

Bai Beibei let him do as he liked and rested her head on his chest. 

“Beibei, let’s get married. We’ll get engaged first and then take wedding photos. The weather is perfect 

for a wedding. Xiao Yingying will be our bridesmaid.” 

Bai Beibei’s happiness was gone when she mentioned this topic. She raised her head and looked at Gong 

Yi. “Are you serious?” 



“Of course.” 

Bai Beibei smiled bitterly. “Gong Yi, how many times do I have to explain it to you before you believe 

that Xiao Yingying isn’t your daughter? Furthermore, Li Xiyang…” 

“Shh.” Gong Yi used his finger to cover her little mouth. “Don’t mention Li Xiyang again. I didn’t explain 

the situation to you back then. In fact, Li Xiyang didn’t touch you.” 

“What?” Bai Beibei was shocked. 

 

 

 

Gong Yi held her small hand and kissed it by the side of her mouth. “Actually, I wanted to tell you about 

this, but you left without saying goodbye three years ago. So, Beibei, you’re innocent.” 

Bai Beibei felt her whole body relax. The knot in her heart that had entangled her for three years was 

finally opened. It turned out that Li Xiyang didn’t touch her. 

“But why didn’t Li Xiyang touch me? It was clearly such a good opportunity. Such a sinister person like 

him shouldn’t be let off for no reason, right?” 

Gong Yi felt that this little woman was really dense. Li Xiyang had really liked her. 

If Li Xiyang didn’t really like her and really touched her, he definitely wouldn’t have let Li Xiyang go. He 

would make him pay a painful price! 

Her evaluation of Li Xiyang as a “sinister person” made Gong Yi very satisfied. He made use of her words 

and said, “Maybe he had some reservations. You are my woman, afterall!” 

“Yes.” Bai Beibei nodded. This was probably the only reason. 

She lay on the man’s muscular chest again. “But Xiao Yingying is really not your daughter. There is still a 

fundamental problem between us.” 

Gong Yi did not know how to tell her that Xiao Yingying was really his daughter! 

“Beibei, do you still remember Yingying’s father?” 

Bai Beibei’s entire body trembled. That was a past that she could not bear to look back on. Her crimson 

cheeks quickly turned pale. “I don’t remember!” 

“Then do you want to see him again? After all, he is Xiao Yingying’s father. Have you ever thought of 

letting him be in charge…” 

“No! Yingying belongs to me alone. I don’t need anyone to be in charge. I just need to ask him not to 

appear in my life again.” 

Gong Yi suddenly didn’t know what to say. He was the one who bought her back then. 

If he told her, what would she think? 
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Gong Yi decided not to think about these questions anymore. He leaned over and kissed Bai Beibei’s 

forehead, then said, “Yingying is your daughter, which is also my daughter. Don’t have any burdens. 

Marry me, and we’ll form a family.” 

Could it really be like this? 

To be able to receive this kind of stolen happiness was good, but it was unfair to him. 

With his conditions, he could find any girl to be with. She was now a single mother. 

“Gong Yi, I’m very grateful and very touched, but…” 

“I don’t need gratefulness or thanks. Give me your love. It’s enough.” 

Listening to his gentle and affectionate words, Bai Beibei was shaken. Being with him was really blissful. 

She wanted to seize this happiness. 

Forget it; I don’t want to think about anything else. I’ll just go to sleep first. 

I’m so tired. 

“Good night.” 

… 

The next morning, Bai Beibei was woken up by Xiao Yingying. 

Xiao Yingying covered her eyes with her little pink hands. “Wow, Mommy and Uncle are hugging each 

other.” 

The world of a child was incomparably pure. However, Bai Beibei suddenly sat up from the bed. Her little 

face was bright red. “Yingying, don’t talk nonsense.” 

“Mommy, I’m not talking nonsense. Look, you’re sleeping with Uncle right now…” 

“Yingying!” Bai Beibei quickly covered Xiao Yingying’s mouth. 

Gong Yi also woke up. He looked at the mother and daughter lovingly before getting off the bed. 

“Yingying, good morning. Uncle will go wash his face first.” 

Xiao Yingying pushed Bai Beibei’s hand down. “Uncle, are you and Mommy going to give birth to a little 

brother for me?” 

Gong Yi raised his eyebrows. “Uncle and Mommy want to wait for Yingying to grow up before giving 

birth to a little brother. Because Yingying has only grown up for two years, Mommy and Uncle want to 

spend more time with you.” 

“Wow, Uncle is so good at sweet-talking. No wonder he managed to get my Mommy.” Xiao Yingying 

smiled very happily. 

Bai Beibei felt a sweetness in her heart. “Alright, Yingying, don’t talk nonsense, do you understand? Let’s 

get dressed.” 

… 



The family of three washed up and went downstairs. When Old Man Gong and Madam Gong saw Xiao 

Yingying, they excitedly rushed up and carried her away. During breakfast, the two elders circled Xiao 

Yingying. 

Xiao Yingying’s mouth was extremely sweet. She coaxed the two elders happy. The servants laughed and 

said that the Old Master and Madam seemed to be twenty years younger. 

After breakfast, Bai Beibei carried Xiao Yingying to the Maybach. Gong Yi was driving in front. 

“Did you change cars?” Bai Beibei asked curiously. He used to drive a Lamborghini. 

Gong Yi nodded. “Yes.” 

Bai Beibei did not ask further. 

“Beibei, we’ll stay in the apartment for the next few days. We’ll look at houses while we prepare for the 

wedding. Do you prefer to live in a villa or a house? I’ll take you to see the location when I’m free. Also, 

Xiao Yingying’s household registration needs to be transferred to the Gong family as soon as possible. I’ll 

contact the kindergarten. Get used to the environment here as soon as possible and report to my 

company.” 

He had already arranged everything. But Bai Beibei did not know if she should accept his arrangement. 

If she accepted it, she would be happy, but was this really fair to him? 

“Why are you looking at me like that?” Gong Yi looked at her through the rearview mirror. 

Bai Beibei realized that her gaze had been on him for a long time. She blushed and looked away. “I’m 

not looking at you. You’re mistaken.” 

Gong Yi indulged and helplessly shrugged his shoulders. 

“Mommy, I’ll testify for Uncle. You’ve really been looking at Uncle for a long time. Mommy, what’s there 

to be shy about? Uncle is so hot and handsome. Mommy doesn’t have to be shy even if she likes to look 

at him,” Xiao Yingying said at this moment. 

Chapter 1355: It Was You 

Gong Yi gave Xiao Yingying a look of approval through the rearview mirror when he heard these words 

— having a daughter certainly was good; they are Daddy’s wingman. 

Bai Beibei, “…” 

Why did she feel like the daughter she had worked so hard to raise had been whisked away by someone 

else? 

… 

Bai Beibei brought Xiao Yingying to live in the apartment. Old Man Gong and Madam Gong would often 

come over whenever they had nothing to do and even brought Xiao Yingying out to play when she was 

not paying attention. 

Bai Beibei was helpless about this. 



She had explained everything that needed to be explained countless times, but the two elders had 

already decided that Xiao Yingying was their granddaughter. She explained until her mouth was dry, and 

she just wanted them to be happy. 

That night, Gong Yi brought her out for a candlelit dinner. On the way back, the atmosphere was very 

good. At this moment, a series of rings came from a cell phone. Someone was calling Gong Yi. 

The call was from his friends. 

Ever since his friends sent Bai Beibei to his room three years ago, they had not dared to talk to him on 

the phone. They were afraid that he would settle the score with them later. He did not expect that they 

would take the initiative to call him today. 

 

 

 

“Hello.” Gong Yi said as he picked up. 

“Hello, boss. I heard that you have a daughter and that you are getting married. Is this true? Why 

haven’t we heard anything?” His friends’ furious voice sounded. 

Gong Yi was in a good mood. He smiled and admitted, “It’s true.” 

“My god! Boss, we don’t care. We’ve already flown over from America. We want to see our boss’s future 

wife. Boss, this time your wife won’t run away again, right?” His friend joked. 

Gong Yi’s face darkened. “You dare to poke fun at my weakness? Have you grown bolder?” 

“I won’t dare! I won’t dare!” His friends quickly surrendered. 

“Wait a moment.” Gong Yi was shocked. He asked in disbelief, “Where did you say you were now?” 

“Boss, we’ve flown over from America. We’re now under your apartment!” 

Gong Yi stepped on the brakes. The Maybach stopped below the apartment building. Through the glass 

window, he saw a few familiar figures at a glance. 

His friends had really come. 

Gong Yi’s expression changed, and he was somewhat caught off guard. Bai Beibei had seen his friends 

before. Three years ago, it was his friends who had sent her into his room. 

Now, it has been more than three years, but Gong Yi didn’t know if Bai Beibei would be able to 

recognize them if they met again. 

“Boss, you’re back?” His friends quickly ran over. 

“Gong Yi, who are these people? Are they your friends?” Bai Beibei pushed open the door of the 

passenger seat and walked out. 

Gong Yi wanted to stop her, but it was too late. He quickly got out of the car. 
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His friends were very excited when they saw Bai Beibei. They stood in a row and bowed politely, “Hello, 

Madam!” 

Bai Beibei was embarrassed from being called out. She looked at them, “Hello.” 

Her friends raised their heads, and their eyes met. Bai Beibei and her friends were stunned. “Madam, 

haven’t we… met somewhere before?” 

Bai Beibei was stunned. She also felt that these people looked very familiar. 

“Your pick-up lines haven’t improved at all. It’s still so old-fashioned.” At this moment, Gong Yi went up 

and tried to shift their attention away. He turned his head to look at Bai Beibei. “Beibei, you go up first. 

I’m going to talk to them about something.” 

“Oh, okay. When you’re done talking, come up for tea.” Bai Beibei smiled sweetly at them. 

“Thank you, Madam.” 

Bai Beibei left. 

As soon as she left, one of her friends cried out in shock, “I remember now. Isn’t that… isn’t that the girl 

we bought three years ago and sent into the boss’s room? How did she… how did she become your 

wife?” 

“Right! Now that you mention it, I remember too. It’s really her!” 

Gong Yi immediately kicked them. “Keep your voices down! I’m telling you, Beibei doesn’t know what 

happened three years ago. You’re not allowed to spill the beans in front of her!” 

“Why? Boss, why didn’t you tell your wife how dramatic and romantic the process of you two meeting 

and falling in love was?” 

Gong Yi snorted. Beibei wouldn’t think so. 

That experience was very difficult for her. It was the most humiliating and sad choice she had ever made 

in her life because she had given up her dignity. 

“Don’t mention this again. We’re getting married soon. I don’t want anything to happen before we get 

married. Do you understand?” 

“Yes, sir! Then can we go up and have a cup of tea?” 

“Go up for a drink? If you guys go up, she’s going to be busy again. I’ll get Ajie to arrange a hotel for you 

guys. We’ll visit you guys tomorrow, and then we’ll go out.” 

His friends immediately winked. “Boss, you’re not even married yet, and you’re already so protective of 

your wife. How loving.” 

“Shut up.” Gong Yi pretended to kick them again. 

His friends jumped away, putting their hands up in surrender. “Then we’ll leave first, boss. We won’t 

disturb you and your love.” 



“Get lost!” 

… 

In the apartment. 

Bai Beibei was making tea in the kitchen. She thought for a moment but still felt that those people were 

very familiar. Where had she seen them before? 

A spark flashed in her mind, and Bai Beibei sucked in a breath of cold air. She remembered that she had 

seen those people three years ago. 

Those people were the ones who had bought her and sent her into that presidential suite! 

Oh my god, were they Gong Yi’s subordinates? 

In that case, the man in that presidential suite was… Gong Yi? 

No! 

Bai Beibei could not accept such an idea 

“What are you thinking about?” At this moment, two strong arms wrapped around her soft waist, and 

Gong Yi hugged her tightly from behind. 

Bai Beibei’s body stiffened. “Gong Yi, have we met before?” 

Gong Yi’s eyes flashed. He felt doomed, she had remembered. 

Bai Beibei turned around and broke free from his embrace. She took a step back and stared at him. 

“Three years ago, was the man in that room you?” 

Gong Yi couldn’t refute her. “Beibei, let me explain…” 

Was he admitting it? 

“Gong Yi, you’ve gone too far!” Bai Beibei turned around and left. 

“Beibei, where are you going?” Gong Yi quickly grabbed her little hand. 

Bai Beibei’s nose turned red, and her eyes immediately teared up. She stared hatefully at the man, “How 

could you do this? You were clearly the man in that room. You recognized me a long time ago, but you 

didn’t tell me. You lied to me. Was watching me become sad and miserable fun for you? Gong Yi, you’re 

too despicable!” 

“Beibei, listen to me. Actually, I wanted to tell you. I tried to test you many times, but you were deeply 

resistant to everything that happened that night. You didn’t even want to remember. I didn’t dare tell 

you. I didn’t want this unhappy beginning to cast a shadow over our relationship. I…” 

“Liar! You’re just trying to give an excuse. I think you’re trying to hide the fact that you spent money to 

buy a woman! Gong Yi, you pretended to be high and noble in front of me, but I didn’t expect you to be 

such a person!” 

Chapter 1356: Chasing 



Gong Yi felt that he was wronged. What did he pretend to be? 

“Beibei, I didn’t buy a woman. This was all their idea. Listen to me slowly. At that time, Ye Xiaotao and I 

broke up. She went to Hong Kong to look for Leng Hao. I was in a bad mood and got drunk in a bar. 

When they saw me like this, they bought you…” 

“Okay. In the end, I’m just a substitute for Ye Xiaotao!” 

Gong Yi, “…” 

The more he explained, the messier it got. After explaining round and round, things were back to square 

one and was somehow concerned Ye Xiaotao. 

“Beibei, don’t be unreasonable. Who doesn’t have an ex? Me and Xiaotao…” 

Bai Beibei was about to explode in anger. Her crystal-clear tears kept falling like beads that had broken a 

string. She cried as she said, “You say I’m unreasonable? We’re not even married yet, and you already 

look down on me. *sniff* Gong Yi, I hate you to death!” 

She shook off his hand and turned around to run. 

Gong Yi felt a headache coming on. When women were unreasonable, they were like cows that had 

their horns stuck in the ground. No matter how hard he tried to pull them back, it was useless to reason 

with them. 

He strode forward and hugged her. “Alright, alright, I was wrong. Sorry, sorry, please forgive me, okay?” 

 

 

 

“Let go of me! Don’t touch me! I don’t want to see you anymore…” Bai Beibei struggled with all her 

might. 

She was very emotional, and Gong Yi chose not to provoke her. “Beibei, I know you don’t want to see 

me. Don’t leave. I’ll go instead, I’ll go, alright? I’ll disappear right now, alright? Don’t cry anymore. My 

heart hurts when you cry.” 

Bai Beibei looked at him with tears in her eyes. She reached out her little hand and wiped her tears 

away, but the tears kept increasing. 

Gong Yi remembered that when Xiao Yingying cried, she looked exactly like her. It made him feel 

terrible. At that moment, he really felt that he was that heinous villain. 

“Beibei, I’m leaving. When you want to see me, call me. I’ll be on standby 24 hours a day.” After saying 

that, Gong Yi left the apartment. 

… 

The apartment was quiet. Bai Beibei sat on the sofa and wiped her tears. She was furious. He had gone 

too far! 
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She thought about the first time they met three years ago. At that time, he had come to the Gong family 

to go on a blind date with Bai Qi. She wore a white dress and respectfully called him brother-in-law. 

He was really shameless. 

How did he act in front of her? Her clothes were wet, and he did not even look at her. He brought her 

home and rewarded her with a job as a nanny. Even when he learned that she had gone out to sell 

herself, he still did not belittle her, she was really charmed by him. He was so gentle, noble, and elegant. 

He was simply incomparable to any other man in this world. 

But now, it was all fake! 

He was a two-faced fox. The girls who had once had a relationship with him would try to seduce him, 

but he showed no reaction and was as steady as a mountain. He did not even bat an eyelid. He had her 

the palm of his hands. 

Bai Beibei recalled the first time the two of them had met. In the bathroom, he had actually asked her to 

squat down. He had even asked her to use her… mouth, and then asked her to… lie down… 

This pervert, he was too shameless and despicable! 

Bai Beibei thought of her Xiao Yingying again. Xiao Yingying was his daughter, and he knew this very 

well. 

Not only did he know, but his parents also knew. No wonder they treated Xiao Yingying so well. She felt 

guilty and was grateful for it and felt that she had let down his family. 

Damn it! 

Bai Beibei was so angry that she wanted to swear. 

At this moment, a ringing sound rang out. Someone was knocking on the door. 

Who was it? 

Bai Beibei didn’t want to see anyone. 

“Mommy, Mommy…”Xiao Yingying’s childish voice came from outside. “Mommy, open the door quickly. 

I’m Xiao Yingying.” 

Xiao Yingying? 

Bai Beibei quickly got up and opened the apartment door. 

Outside the door, Gong Yi was holding Xiao Yingying’s little hand. The man was looking at her with a 

fawning expression. “Beibei, I’ve brought Yingying here. Let Yingying accompany you.” 

Bai Beibei treated him like air and did not even look at him. She bent down, hugged Xiao Yingying, and 

closed the door. 

Xiao Yingying winked at Gong Yi. “Uncle, I’ll take good care of Mommy and get Mommy to forgive you as 

soon as possible.” 



“Yingying, be good.” Gong Yi gave her a thumbs up. 

Bai Beibei slammed the door. 

… 

Bai Beibei carried Xiao Yingying onto the sofa. She touched her daughter’s little face. “Yingying, did you 

have fun today?” 

“I did. My grandparents took me to the aquarium today. It’s so fun there. I took a lot of photos. I’ll show 

them to Mommy tonight.” 

Bai Beibei revealed a blissful smile. Her precious daughter always wanted to share anything delicious 

and fun with her mommy. 

“Mommy, did you have a fight with uncle?” 

“Who told you that?” 

“Uncle told me, Mommy. Uncle said that he made a mistake and made Mommy angry. Mommy, don’t 

be angry, okay? If you’re angry, you won’t be pretty anymore. Let Yingying give you a kiss.” 

Xiao Yingying hugged her neck and kissed her twice. 

Bai Beibei held Xiao Yingying in his arms. Her heart was filled with sadness and joy. The sad thing was 

that Yingying had suffered with her for three years. She was the child of the Gong family. She was 

originally a little princess born with a silver spoon in her mouth. It was her mommy who had failed in her 

duty. 

The good thing was that she was lucky that it was him that night. 

No matter how angry she was, she was so grateful that it was him that night! 

“Mommy, Uncle just said that he’s my daddy. Mommy is going to marry Uncle?” 

“Yingying, listen to Mommy, it’s not because mommy is going to get married; he is your Dad. Daddy and 

Mommy fell in love, and that’s why you were born. However, when Mommy was pregnant with you, 

there was a misunderstanding with Daddy, and we separated. That’s why Mommy never told you about 

Daddy.” 

“Really? Uncle is my daddy?” Xiao Yingying clapped. “That’s great. Yingying is so happy.” 

“Does Yingying like Daddy?” 

“I do. Daddy likes Yingying, so Yingying likes Daddy too. Daddy likes Mommy too, so Yingying likes Daddy 

even more.” 

“Yingying is so obedient.” 

“Mommy, when will you forgive Daddy? I just had a daddy. Mommy, Don’t be angry with Daddy, Okay? 

Yingying will be sad.” Xiao Yingying pouted. 

Bai Beibei felt helpless that this smart girl would speak up for her daddy now. 



She sighed. “Yingying, you don’t understand adult things.” 

“Of course I don’t understand. I just want Daddy and Mommy to be happy and live happily with 

Yingying.” 

Bai Beibei caressed Xiao Yingying’s beautiful hair lovingly. “I will.” 

I definitely will. 

… 

The next morning. 

Bai Beibei held Xiao Yingying’s little hand and opened the apartment door. Outside the door stood Gong 

Yi. 

“Beibei, this is for you.” Gong Yi handed the rose in his hand to her. 

“Wow, Daddy, the rose is so beautiful.” Xiao Yingying was very supportive. 

Bai Beibei snorted and held Xiao Yingying’s hand as they walked away. “Yingying, this is your Daddy’s 

trick to coax girls. Your Daddy is an old fox. He is very experienced in doing these romantic things.” 

Chapter 1357: That Was Really Your First Time 

Hearing himself being described as an “old pervert”, Gong Yi thought,… 

This was the end. He knew that he was done for. His beautiful image in her heart had been destroyed. 

… 

Bai Beibei brought Xiao Yingying out of the apartment and saw his friends immediately. 

She didn’t say anything and held Xiao Yingying’s hand as they walked forward. 

“Madam, wait a moment. We have something to report to you.” Gong Yi’s friends chased after her. 

“Madam, I heard that you had a fight with Boss. This is all our fault. We are willing to admit our 

mistakes. However, what happened three years ago has nothing to do with Boss.” 

“We decided on our own and sent you into Boss’s room. This is the first time our boss has ever slept 

with a woman. We thought that if you popped his cherry, he would forget about Ye Xiaotao and start 

over.” 

“Our boss is really smitten. Please don’t misunderstand, Madam. Before he met you, no one had 

touched him. Actually, we thought that we would fail that night, but who knew that the boss had really 

slept you and even fell in love with you. Won’t you say that this was love at first sight?” 

Everyone followed behind her, one after another, attracting the attention of many people. No matter 

how angry Bai Beibei was, her small face was uncomfortably red. 
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“Mommy, what do they mean by Daddy’s first time?” At this moment, Xiao Yingying raised her small 

head and asked curiously. 

Bai Beibei wanted to dig a hole in the ground. She wanted to change the subject and brush this aside. 

But Gong Yi’s friends answered for her, “Little Princess, it means is that your Daddy doesn’t have any 

other woman besides your Mommy. It’s your Mommy who has turned Daddy into a real man.” 

“Oh, I understand now. Daddy and Mommy are so shy.” 

Bai Beibei, “…” 

When she was with him, she really didn’t care if it was his first time. Because she had her own flaws, 

being able to be together with him was already hard enough. 

Now that she thought about it, it was probably his first time. He didn’t have any skills at first and had 

even watched porn clips. 

But the fact that he could make such a request during his first time was enough to prove that he was evil 

in his heart. 

Were all men like this? 

The unhappiness in Bai Beibei’s heart was slowly replaced by happiness. She belonged to him, and he 

belonged to her. It was the first time for both of them, and it was such a wonderful thing. 

It was fate! 

She had always thought that she was an abandoned child abandoned by God, but who knew that God 

had given him to her? This was her rainbow after the storm. 

“Boss, quick, say a few words to coax your wife.” Gong Yi’s friends pushed Gong Yi forward. 

Gong Yi was still holding a rose in his hand, and he clearly heard every word his friends said. His fair and 

handsome face was a little red, and he was also a little embarrassed. 

“Beibei, don’t be angry. Forgive me, I will behave well in the future.” He looked at Bai Beibei dotingly 

and helplessly. 

“Madam, please forgive boss. Three years ago, when you left without saying goodbye, boss drove his car 

to chase after you. He even got into a car accident.” 

Car accident? 

Bai Beibei was shocked. “What happened?” 

Seeing how nervous she was, her friends quickly added, “At that time, Boss drove his car to chase after 

you and ran a red light. A big truck happened to come from the corner, and Boss was hit. That hundred 

thousand Lamborghini was destroyed!” 



“Actually, the boss was lucky. When he was about to hit the truck, the driver had turned the steering 

wheel slightly. Otherwise, the boss wouldn’t have been able to wait for you for three years.” 

“Yeah, the doctors said that the boss was very lucky. He wasn’t disfigured, and he didn’t have a broken 

arm or leg.” 

Bai Beibei’s face was pale, and she looked at Gong Yi in a daze. 

“What are you talking about? Don’t scare her!” Gong Yi quickly interrupted his friends. 

At this moment, his body felt warm. Bai Beibei pounced forward and hugged him directly. 

Gong Yi, who felt like he was being hugged by a bear, was stunned for a moment. Then, joy and 

tenderness surged out of his eyes. He held the flower with one hand and pulled her into his embrace 

with one arm. 

“Princess Yingying, let Daddy and Mommy talk for a while. Uncles will bring you to play.” 

“Okay.” Xiao Yingying nodded obediently. 

And so, Gong Yi’s friends took Xiao Yingying’s little hand and took her away. 

… 

“Did you get into a car accident? Why didn’t you tell me?” Bai Beibei hugged him tightly. Her legs 

trembled when she thought of him getting into an accident. 

She could not accept her life without him. 

“Am I not fine now? What’s there to say? I knew that I would scare you if I told you.” Gong Yi kissed her 

beautiful hair. 

“I’m sorry. It’s all my fault…” 

“Don’t say sorry. I’m the one who should be saying sorry. I caused you and Xiao Yingying to suffer. If I 

had told you about that earlier, you wouldn’t have left me.” 

At this point, what was there to argue about? Bai Beibei curled her red lips and gave him a gentle slap. 

She scolded, “You’re the worst!” 

“How am I the worst?”Gong Yi raised his sword-like eyebrows. 

“You still have the nerve to ask. That day in the bathroom, you… you made me do that…” 

Gong Yi hugged her tightly, then whispered in her ear, “Whether you believe it or not, I still have to 

defend myself. I didn’t buy a woman. I, Gong Yi, couldn’t do such a thing. I didn’t want you at that time, 

but looking at your small figure in the white dress, I was filled with desire. Your little mouth was so 

seductive. Not only did I become a bastard, but I also wanted to kiss you, but you gritted your teeth and 

refused to let me in.” 

The memory of that night was very dark to her, but now that she knew it was him and he said it out 

loud, Bai Beibei felt inexplicably sweet. 



“Then is it really… your first time?” 

“As a man, if I said it was my first time, wouldn’t it be too embarrassing?” 

Bai Beibei was amused by him and giggled. 

“Can you accept my roses now?”Gong Yi handed over the bright and beautiful roses. 

Bai Beibei accepted them. “I’ll forgive you this time, but don’t make the same mistake again!” 

“Yes, my dear wife!” 

Gong Yi held her little hand. 

“Right, what’s going on between you and Bai Qi?” 

“I have nothing to do with Bai Qi. Beibei, I’ve been waiting for you.” Gong Yi was afraid of stepping on a 

mine, so he replied cleverly and frankly. 

Bai Beibei understood everything. She had left without saying goodbye, and he had a grudge against her. 

In addition to Old Man Gong’s urging, he perfunctorily got engaged to Bai Qi. 

Even so, she was still uncomfortable. 

“In the future, other than me, you are not allowed to get close to other women.” 

Gong Yi thought for a moment. “I need to consider this.” 

Bai Beibei was startled and stomped her feet angrily on the spot. “What, you still need to consider it?” 

“Because there are many female employees in the company, I will have unnecessary contact with them. 

How about this, you come to the company earlier to supervise me. With my wife around, they definitely 

won’t dare to come near me.” 

Chapter 1358: The Grand Finale 

“I see you’ve set a trap for me, Gong Yi.” Bai Beibei pouted. 

Gong Yi smiled, allowing the dazzling sunlight to stream in. “That’s right. I did set a trap for you. Would 

you like to come in, Beibei?” Gong Yi offered her his hand. 

… 

That was how Bai Beibei officially joined the Gong Corporation. As part of an agreement with Gong Yi, 

Beibei did not allow him to reveal their relationship. She was to be like any other employee working 

under the Gong Corporation. No one else in the company knew of her true status. 

It was not long before Bai Beibei became a celebrity. She was beautiful, hardworking, and exceptionally 

talented. Her dimpled smile caused countless hearts to flutter, attracting the attention of a large 

number of suitors. 

One day, Bai Beibei received a surprise in the form of a bouquet of roses. There were 99 stalks arranged 

in a neat bundle on her desk. 

“Wow! They’re so pretty! Beibei, who gave them to you?” 



“Is it Manager Wu? Beibei, Manager Wu, is not a bad man at all. He recently returned from a trip 

overseas. He is a young talent. He seems quite interested in you.” 

“No, it isn’t from Manager Wu. It’s probably from the Department Head.” 

“Beibei, say something! Who do you like? Can’t you see that all the unmarried men in our company are 

interested in you? You’re going to become the public enemy of all women in the company at this rate!” 

 

 

 

Bai Beibei was speechless. She did not fancy anyone. Aside from Gong Yi, there was no one else she 

loved. 

At this moment, a loud cough silenced the crowd of gossiping workers, parting them and forming a path 

for a man to pass through. “P-president, you’re here?” 

Bai Beibei looked up. Gong Yi stood in front of her desk, looking displeased. 

“President.” Bai Beibei immediately stood up, her shoulder drooped. 

Despite knowing she had done nothing wrong, Beibei could not stop herself from feeling guilty. It was 

almost an instinctual response for her. She still harboured some fear of Gong Yi’s temper. 

“Who sent these flowers?” Gong Yi asked, his voice a bland monotone. 

Bai Beibei shook her head. “I don’t know.” 

“Will you accept these flowers?” 

“No.” 

“Bai Beibei, you’ve broken my heart. I’ll give you one chance to comfort me!” 

Bai Beibei… 

Gong Yi pulled her into his embrace, stealing a kiss from her cherry-coloured lips. 

The audience was caught off guard and had their mouths hung agape. They were all stunned. Their 

awestruck minds could only comprehend one thing – that is, Bai Beibei was, in fact, Mrs Gong. The 

knowledge that presented itself did one other thing. It was just the beginning of many similar days 

ahead. 

“Gong Yi, stop! You’ve broken the terms of our contract!” 

“Yes, yes. I broke the contract, so bite me!” Gong Yi laughed. 

… 
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Yingying was a chirpy little girl who stole the hearts of those around her. She spent most of her time 

with Elder Gong. Written on Elder Gong’s face was a promise of unfailing support – as long as the sun 

continued to rise, he would be the hand to hold up the sky. 

On this day, Elder Gong brought Yingying to have tea with Elder Li. 

“Elder Li, what is Xi Yang doing at the moment?” Elder Gong asked. Without giving his good friend a 

chance to respond, he continued, “He’s almost thirty, and yet he hasn’t married.” 

Unperturbed, Elder Li responded. “Xi Yang is currently in the United States of America. I heard he is 

being pestered by a woman who has some sway over the criminal underworld there. He can’t seem to 

get rid of her. It’s quite the debacle.” 

Elder Gong shook his head. “Elder Li, you should get Xi Yang to marry that woman. Perhaps, then, he’ll 

have a daughter as cute as Yingying.” 

“Elder Gong, who are you trying to fool? I’ve always had my eye on Beibei. I saw her for who she was 

much earlier than you. If anything, Beibei should have been my daughter-in-law and Yingying my 

granddaughter. I seem to recall you being the one to prevent Beibei from dating Young Master Gong in 

the first place!” Elder Li harrumphed in reply. 

Elder Gong had no words to make a comeback and sulked quietly. 

“Oh no!” 

Yingying stared up at her grandfather with mournful eyes, “Grandfather, why didn’t you agree to 

mommy and daddy dating each other?” 

“H-haha. Yingying, your grandfather had his problems with your mommy back then…” 

Elder Gong picked up his granddaughter and left without looking back with a swiftness quite spectacular 

for his age. “Goodbye, Elder Li. I’ll see you again some other time!” 

Upon their return to the family home, Elder Gong tried his best to please Yingying like a child who had 

made a mistake. He smiled with narrowed eyes and said, “Yingying, don’t listen to old man Li and his 

nonsense. He’s jealous. He’s jealous that I have such a good daughter-in-law. Your mommy is as pure as 

Chang’e. She’s the kindest and most beautiful person I’ve ever met!” 

Yingying blinked her large doe-like eyes and shouted for her grandmother, who was in the kitchen, 

“Grandma, Grandma, come quickly. Grandpa says you’re not as beautiful as my mommy.” 

Madam Gong strolled out of the kitchen with her arms akimbo. “I see. Now, what is this I hear, oh 

husband of mine? You have quite the nerve saying I’m not beautiful!” 

Elder Gong tried to muster an explanation but only managed to sputter incoherently. “I…” 

“Exactly what part of me is not beautiful?” 

Yingying chipped in cheerfully, “Yes, Grandpa, tell us, what part of Grandma is not beautiful?” 

Elder Gong, who was the poor subject of an attack by two women, resigned himself to his fate. He had 

no choice but to admit defeat! 



… 

In a bridal shop. 

Bai Beibei bumped into Bai Qi. Bai Qi’s eyes turned bloodshot when she saw her. “Bai Beibei, I heard 

that you’re going to marry Young Master Gong. I won’t give you my blessings. I hope Young Master 

Gong will see the error of his ways and abandon you as soon as possible!” 

Bai Qi was mad with anger. She should have been the one to marry Gong Yi and become Mrs Gong, but 

Bai Beibei had thwarted her time and time again. She felt like the whole world was against her. 

Bai Beibei smiled sweetly. “To prevent you from getting what you want, I will definitely have a good 

relationship with Gong Yi. We will always be happy.” 

“You!” 

“Yes, me. I want to invite you to our wedding. After all, we don’t have any relatives in this world 

anymore, sister.” 

An arrow shot through Bai Qi’s heart upon being recognised as Beibei’s sister. It was a truly shocking 

affair. 

Why did not Beibei hate her after all the things she had done? Why was she inviting her to their 

wedding? 

“Beibei, what are you doing?” Gong Yi’s voice sounded from the other side of the shop. 

“Oh, I was just talking to my older sister,” Beibei answered playfully as she ran to Gong Yi’s side. 

Gong Yi glanced at Bai Qi but did not deign a response necessary. Leading Beibei away with an arm 

wrapped around her waist, the couple departed. When they were out of earshot, he asked softly, “Have 

you forgiven Bai Qi?” 

“Bai Qi isn’t a bad person by nature. She’s just easily influenced. Qian Lan has not been a good role 

model for her. Now that we don’t have a father or mother, she only has her grandfather. She’s honestly 

quite pitiful.” 

“No. You’re the one with a kind heart.” Gong Yi paused, a thoughtful look drawn on his face. “There’s 

something I need to ask you. Do you think we should invite Xiaotao and President Leng to our 

wedding?” 

“Of course, we should! I’ve already sent the wedding invitation to Sister Xiaotao.” 

Gong Yi’s brows rose by a fraction, astonished. “When did you and Xiaotao become so close?” 

“Why do you ask? Are you afraid that I’ll find out something I shouldn’t?” 

“No, no. Not at all! I don’t have any secrets worth keeping, anyway.” Gong Yi shrugged cheekily. 

“I know, I know. I was only teasing you. You’re the most open and forthright person I know. Oh, that’s 

right. It seems Sister Xiaotao has taken quite a liking to Yingying and has reserved her as her future 

daughter-in-law.” 



Gong Yi mulled over Beibei’s words with a proud look on his face. “Well, I think her son will have to 

wait.” 

Gong Yi thought it quite ironic. He had spent so many years pursuing Ye Xiaotao in vain. Now, it was 

time she received a dose of her own medicine. 

Just as Beibei was about to say something, Gong Yi pushed her along. “Alright, Hurry up and try on the 

wedding dress.” 

“Okay.” 

Half an hour later, Bai Beibei exited the changing room in her wedding dress. 

The tight-fitting wedding dress accentuated her curvaceous body, showing off her collarbone. Bai 

Beibei’s black hair was tied up into a bun, exposing her neck and showing off her smooth, creamy skin. 

Beibei looked like she had stepped out of a painting. It was simply breathtaking. 

Gong Yi cupped her small face with one hand and kissed her forehead. “Beibei, you’ve finally become 

my bride. I love you.” 

“I love you too. I’ve loved you since we met when I was 18. The memories of those days you gave me are 

some of the happiest memories of my life.” Bai Beibei murmured. 

  

Chapter 1359: An Unfading Love… 

Having turned five, Yin Ling’er was the requisite age to begin kindergarten. She was feeling a little 

nervous as it was her first day in kindergarten. 

Yin Ling’er was the princess of the Yin family. She was treated with the same care one would give a 

particularly precious porcelain doll. She had a small face carved out of jade and large, round eyes that 

resembled freshly plucked grapes. She was a delicate flower whose whole life had been spent in a 

greenhouse, carefully nurtured. Therefore, it came as no surprise that the moment she started 

kindergarten, she immediately became its resident star. 

“Yin Ling’er, would you like to be my friend? I’ll give you my favourite comic book if you say yes!” 

“Yin Ling’er, play with me! I’ll protect you from anyone who tries to bully you.” 

The kindergarteners hounded her with gifts, toys, snacks and promises – all in the hopes of becoming 

her friend. However, Yin Ling’er did not so much as look at them. She squirmed past the sea of children 

crowding around her and ran out. 

She ran to the classroom, standing on the tips of her toes as she leaned forward to peer inside. 

Zhou Pingan was reading in his seat. He was wearing a white shirt and a pair of strap-on jeans. The 

brilliant sunlight filtering into the classroom framed his handsome young face in a halo of light. He 

looked like he had been carved out of stone and softened with the tender hand of an artisan. 

“Pingan Ge, Pingan Ge…” Yin Ling’er called out happily. 



Zhou Pingan looked up and saw Yin Ling’er leaning against the window. 

He got up from his seat and greeted her. “Little Sister Ling’er, are you calling me?” 

 

 

 

“Yes, I am.” Yin Ling’er withdrew a beautiful glass bottle from the pocket of her dress. In it were two 

colourful pieces of candy. She took out one and offered Zhou Pingan the other. “Pingan Gege, I’ll eat this 

one, and you can have the other. Here, try it!” 

Zhou Pingan had seen Yin Ling’er a few times, and he realised that she really enjoyed eating candy. She 

liked it so much that she almost always finished any candy she had on hand. 

He shook his head, politely declining. “I don’t like sweet things.” 

“Oh.” Yin Ling’er retracted her tiny hand. Her puckered lips quivered, giving one the impression that she 

was about to cry. 

It was her first time giving a boy a present, but Pingan Ge did not accept it. An unfamiliar feeling rushed 

to her face, causing her cheeks to colour. It hurt. 

She really liked Pingan Ge. Ever since Pingan Ge told her that Xiaobai was pregnant when they first met, 

she felt that Pingan Ge was really knowledgeable. He was her idol. 

She had been dreaming of the day she would be old enough to attend kindergarten so that she could 

finally be together with him. Not once did it occur to her that he might not share her feelings. 

Pingan Ge did not like her. 

Her large, innocent eyes were instantly filled with sparkling tears. Though she wanted to cry, she 

steadfastly held back her tears. She would not bawl herself silly in front of Zhou Pingan. “Ling’er, what’s 

wrong?” Zhou Pingan panicked upon seeing Yin Ling’er so distressed. 

Yin Ling’er did not respond. 

“Are you sad because I didn’t eat your candy? Don’t cry, don’t cry. I’ll eat it!” Zhou Pingan hurriedly 

promised. 

“Really?” Yin Ling’er smiled through her tears. Hesitantly, she offered Zhou Pingan the piece of candy 

she held in her hand. 

Zhou Pingan popped the piece of candy into his mouth and swallowed it without chewing. 

“Do you like it?” 

“Yes, I do.” 

… 
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One day, Yin Zhihan arrived home from the prestigious boarding school he had been studying at. Puzzled 

that his sister had not sought him out upon his return, he searched for the little princess. Yin Ling’er 

would always come up to him with her bottle of candy, pestering him to eat one, so the fact that she 

had not done so was rather odd. 

“Ling’er, don’t you have any candy for your dear older brother?” 

“No, I don’t. I gave the last piece of candy to Pingan Gege.” 

Yin Zhihan blinked at his sister owlishly. Even though he did not like eating candy, he still enjoyed 

nibbling on them – if only to see how happy it made his sister. To have his share eaten by Zhou Pingan, 

Yin Zhihan found it difficult to suppress the twinge of displeasure that lanced through him. 

“Ling’er, why did you give Zhou Pingan my candy?” 

“Because I like Pingan Gege.” 

Crestfallen, Yin Zhihan knew he would never be able to eat his sister’s candy again. 

It did not take long for him to be proven right. 

… 

Around the time Yin Ling’er turned seven, she learnt that she would be separated from Zhou Pingan 

because of their age difference. 

When Yin Shuiling’s mother went to pick up Yin Ling’er in the afternoon, she was informed by Ling’er’s 

teacher that she had been crying the whole day. 

Ling’er’s eyes were puffy and swollen; It left Shuiling’s mother heartbroken. 

“Ling’er, what’s wrong? Why’re you crying? Did you get into a fight with a friend?” 

Yin Ling’er clenched her fists and rubbed her eyes, sullenly refusing to speak. 

Seeing her daughter reduced to such a state, Ling’er’s mother grew anxious. 

At this moment, Jian Han’s mother came to pick up Zhou Pingan. They were saying goodbye to their 

teacher. 

“Pingan Gege.” Yin Ling’er shook herself free from her mother’s embrace, darting forward as fast as her 

short legs would allow. Grabbing hold of Zhou Pingan’s sleeve, she said timidly, “Pingan Gege… don’t go. 

I-I don’t want to… be separated from you…” 

Ling’er’s mother finally realised why her daughter had been a whimpering mess since the moment she 

came to pick her up. It seemed her daughter could not bear the thought of parting with Zhou Pingan. 

She regarded Jian Han’s mother with a look of undisguised helplessness. Jian Han’s mother returned the 

look with a wry smile. 

Zhou Pingan looked at Yin Ling’er, who was sobbing. “Ling’er, you have to grow up quickly. When you 

grow up, we’ll be together again.” 

“Pingan Gege, are you still going to… leave?” 



“Yes.” 

“Then…. will you wait for me? I will definitely grow up quickly.” 

“I will. I promise.” 

Ling’er’s mother carried Yin Ling’er. Resting her head on her mother’s shoulders, Yin Ling’er watched as 

Pingan Ge left in a black sedan that screamed opulence and wealth, tears streaming down the sides of 

her face. 

… 

Time passed, and soon Yin Ling’er celebrated her eighth birthday. She was finally going to reunite with 

Zhou Pingan. On her first day of school, she made a new friend. Her friend’s name was Lu Ning. She was 

the beloved daughter of the Lu family. 

Lu Ning and Yin Ling’er had two very distinct personalities. While Yin Ling’er was charming, Lu Ning was 

cold and reserved. 

The Lu and Yin families were on friendly terms. Naturally, they became best friends who talked about 

everything under the sun. 

“Sister Ning, do you know Pingan Ge? Pingan Ge is the best!” Yin Ling’er proudly declared, as if staking 

her claim on Zhou Pingan. 

A ripple formed over Lu Ning’s beautiful mask of indifference upon hearing Ling’er mention Zhou Pingan. 

How could she not know him? Last year, she witnessed Zhou Pingan stabbing his brother, Lu Jinwen, in 

his butt to cure his stomach pains. It was a memory she was not about to forget anytime soon. 

Everyone said that Zhou Pingan took after his father, Zhou Dayuan, and was born with a predisposition 

for the art of medicine. There was no doubt in her mind that a young man of Zhou Pingan’s pedigree 

would be outstanding. 

Lu Ning nodded. “I know him.” 

“That’s great! In the future, the two of us can play with Pingan Ge.” 

… 

On Yin Ling’er’s tenth birthday, her family hosted a grand celebration and invited many eminent guests 

to attend it. 

Mr and Mrs Lu brought Lu Fan and Lu Ning over. Their eldest son, Lu Jinwen, did not accompany them. 

Being the eldest son of the Lu family, Lu Shaoming had spared no expense in grooming his successor. 

Despite only being 16, Lu Jinwen had appeared on camera and was introduced to all the major media 

outlets on business as an up and coming tycoon. Naturally, he did not fit in with this younger group of 

part-goers. 

Zhou Dayuan and Jian Han brought their only son, Zhou Pingan, while Zhou Yao and Leng Zhiyuan 

brought their daughter, Zhou Jingjing. Even the eccentric Ou family appeared. 



In the past ten years, Ou Luoxi and Xia Xiaofu had faded from the minds of the general public. They lived 

solitary lives, secluding themselves deep in the mountains, where flowers bloomed in spring and snow 

covered the land in winter. It was a miniature paradise on earth. 

The Ou couple brought their eldest daughter, Ou Xuyan, with them. 

Chapter 1360: I Want Her to be My Wife 

Ou Xuyan and Ou Luoxi had been practising martial arts since they were children. Xuyan possessed an 

otherworldly air about her that was quite distinct from Yin Ling’er and Lu Ning. She wore a white retro-

styled dress that gave one the impression of a beautiful fairy out of a wuxia story. 

Lu Fan grinned happily upon seeing her. Wasn’t she the “Little Fairy” he had been looking for all this 

time? 

It had been ten years since they last met. Back then, they had met on a similar occasion as the one they 

were currently attending. The adults engaged in friendly chatter, dispersed around the living room while 

the children were left alone to play by themselves. 

Lu Fan ran over to where Ou Xuyan stood and greeted her politely, “Fairy Xuyan, so you’re the daughter 

of Uncle Ou’s family. I’m Lu Fan. Nice to meet you.” 

Ou Xuyan regarded Lu Fan with cool indifference. “I’m sorry, but do I know you?” 

Lu Fan was struck by a bolt from the blue. It felt like the world was collapsing in around him. 

Not giving Lu Fan a chance to respond, Ou Xuyan turned around and left. 

Ou Xuyan was not an ordinary girl – anyone could have judged that from a glance. Contrary to one’s 

expectation, Lu Fan was undeterred by his lack of success. Instead, he saw Xuyan’s lack of recognition as 

a challenge that he needed to overcome. Watching Xuyan walk away with her silky black hair swaying 

invitingly, a plan formed in his mind. Lu Fan was going to gain her attention, one way or another. 

Zhou Jingjing was only four and already a glutton. She sat by herself on the soft carpet and gobbled up 

the plates of cake laid out by her short legs, one at a time. 

The sweet, sugary treats disappeared under the hands of a master connoisseur. It was a delightful scene 

to watch. 

 

 

 

Ou Xuyan liked Zhou Jingjing very much. Zhou Jingjing reminded her of her sister of whom Xuyan 

adored. Being the elder of two sisters, Xuyan found herself drawn to the younger girl and decided to 

bring her a fruit plate. “Here you go. Try some of these fruits. You might like them as much as those 

cakes of yours.” 

Zhou Jingjing blinked, her large eyes widening to the size of saucers. “Thank you… sister. Ah, sister, 

behind you…” 
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Zhou Jingjing covered her mouth with her tiny hands, terrified. 

Ou Xuyan realised something was wrong and spun around to take a look, but it was too late. The acrid 

smell of something burning assaulted her senses. Her hair had been set aflame with a lighter. 

Behind her stood Lu Fan with the offending lighter, laughing uproariously. 

A haze of red coloured her eyes. Ou Xuyan wanted nothing more but to punish the hateful boy who had 

set her hair alight, but before she could do so, she needed to quench the flames crawling up the strands 

of her hair. She did not want all her hair burned off. 

Most girls like having long hair, and Ou Xuyan was no exception. 

The commotion quickly attracted the attention of all the other children. Most of them panicked, rushing 

around like a flock of headless chickens, searching for something to put out the fire. Xuyan tried to 

extinguish it herself but could not do reach her back where the fire burned. 

Zhou Pingan was the calmest of the lot. While the other children were screaming for help, he took a wet 

cloth and smothered the flames burning Ou Xuyan’s hair. An ember sought to escape the fate of its 

brethren and leapt out of the way, making for the delicate skin around Xuyan’s ear. Zhou Pingan wasted 

no time hesitating. With his other hand, he snatched the wayward spark out of the air, snuffing it in the 

palm of his hand. 

The bearing and restraint of the Zhou family’s young master were plain for all to see. 

“It’s okay, don’t be afraid.” Zhou Pingan comforted her gently. 

Ou Xuyan’s face was devoid of colour, a cold sensation prickling her skin. It had been a close call. If not 

for Zhou Pingan’s timely assistance, she could have suffered a serious injury. “Aah… Thank you…” She 

thanked Zhou Pingan softly. 

“There’s no need for thanks. Anyone would have done the same.” 

“Xuyan, are you alright?” At this moment, Xia Xiaofu rushed over nervously. 

“Mother, I’m fine,” Ou Xuyan assured, mourning the loss of her silken black hair. What was once a 

beautiful waterfall of inky black hair had been reduced to a shadow of what it once was. Now, her 

singed hair only reached the back of her neck. It looked like a dog had mauled it. Nothing could have 

looked uglier on her. 

She glared at Lu Fan angrily. “You villain! I’m going to teach you a lesson you’ll never forget!” 

Whipping out the ten-metre-long whip coiled at her waist, she lashed out Lu Fan. 

Lu Han’s laughter had died out a while ago, leaving an awful sense of guilt in its wake. He just wanted to 

attract her attention and leave a deep impression on her. He had never thought that his little joke would 

make her so miserable. 

However, that did not mean he was going to allow himself to be whipped. Having practised martial arts 

in a Shaolin Temple for the better part of his youth, Lu Fan was no pushover. He sidestepped the lashing 

vine with ease. 



“Stop dodging! Accept your fate like a man!” 

One chased while the other scurried away. Wherever Xuyan’s whip landed, cracking sounds echoed. 

Soon, the whole party was a mess. 

“Wah!” Zhou Jingjing burst into tears. Her cake had been crushed in Lu Fan and Xuyan’s game of cat and 

mouse. Even the plate of fruits Xuyan had given her was overturned, its contents spilling on the floor. A 

small fruit rolled by, spurred into motion by stamping feet. Zhou Jingjing chased the moving fruit and 

stuffed it into her mouth. “My cake… my sweet cake… I’m not full yet…” 

It was while yet before the chase drew to a close. Ou Luoxi and Xia Xiaofu stopped their daughter while 

Lu Shaoming grabbed hold of his son. Ning Qing was so angry that she had trouble reigning in her 

temper. Pulling Lu Fan by the ear, she scolded, “Lu Fan! Apologise to Xuyan this instant! How could you 

play such a mean prank on her?” 

Lu Fan hated it when his mother pulled his ear because it embarrassed him. Moreover, his mother was 

doing it in front of the girl he liked. He snuck a glance at Ou Xuyan, hoping to see her expression. Her 

eyes burned like two black coals, and she snorted when she felt his eyes on her. 

Ou Xuyan had never hated a person more than she presently did. She sent Lu Fan one more hateful look 

before leaving. 

“Xuyan.” Ou Luoxi and Xia Xiaofu ran after their daughter. 

Lu Fan did not expect Ou Xuyan to leave just like that. “Hey, wait a minute…” 

His words were drowned by a searing pain tugging at his ear. Ning Qing hauled him away by the ear. “Lu 

Fan, we’re going home. You and I are going to have a good chat about what’s right and wrong!” 

“Mother, it hurts!” 

… 

In the car… 

Lu Shaoming was driving while Ning Qing’s mother tugged at Lu Fan’s ear, “Lu Fan, you’re getting more 

and more unruly. How could you burn Xuyan’s hair? Your lucky she wasn’t seriously injured! How would 

you make amends if something happened to her? What if the fire had burned Xuyan’s face?” 

Lu Hao was a person not easily persuaded through the use of words or force alone.”What’s wrong? I’d 

still marry her even if she ended up disfigured! 

“Whose to say whether Xuyan would agree to marry you? You haven’t asked her for her hand or 

received an agreement on her part. Xuyan probably hates you for what you’ve done. Lu Fan, why can’t 

you emulate your big brother? Don’t give me so many things to worry over. Just look at how your big 

brother…” 

“Mother, I get it. Big brother is your pride and joy. Big brother is the most capable son a mother could 

have ever dreamed of, but who said I wanted to be a carbon copy of him? Can’t I do things that’ll make 

me happy?” 



“Hah! You’re still so confident!” 

Lu Shaoming looked at his unruly son through the rearview mirror. With a raised brow, he said, “I’ve 

already agreed with Zhou Yao. I’ll send you to the Army tomorrow.” 

“The Army? I’m not going!” 

“That’s not up for debate.” 

“I’ll go, under one condition.” 

“What condition?” 

“When I grow up, I want Ou Xuyan to be my wife!” 

Ning Qing’s mother was shocked. “Lu Fan, are you serious?” 

“Yes.” 

Ning Qing stared at Lu Shaoming in disbelief, an unspoken question directed at him: ‘Does your son 

actually wanted to be with Luo Xi and Xiao Fu’s daughter?’ 

Lu Shaoming turned to his wife with an expression that conveyed himself: ‘Calm down, I’ll take care of 

everything.’ 

“We’ll discuss this when you’re older,” Lu Shaoming said to Lu Fan. 

… 

Ling’er sobbed pitifully. Her birthday was ruined. All the guests had left, and the servants were cleaning 

up the mess. 

Zhou Pingan winced in pain. He had burned himself earlier trying to help Ou Xuyan. 

Yin Ling’er and Lu Ning noticed his discomfort immediately. 

Lu Ning dashed to the bathroom to get a wet towel. When she returned, she saw Yin Ling’er nursing 

Zhou Pingan’s injured hand. “Pingan Gege, are you in pain?” 

Zhou Pingan studied the porcelain-like features making up Ling’er’s delicate face and smiled tenderly. 

“No, I’m not..” 

Lu Ning froze. 

 


